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t;Ia Wooden Boats and 
Men of Legend 
by Gretchen F. Coyle 

From 1875 to 1950, the 
Atlantic City inlet was home 
to wooden sailboats laden 
first with fish and shellfish, 
and later with tourists. Today 
luxurious yachts are tied up at 
its floating docks. Trace the 
evolution of the inlet area and 
learn about some of the fam, 
ous figures of an earlier era. 

. . 

Im Bushwhack 
by Michael Zeugin 

Get off the beaten track and 
see the woods as its inhabitants 
do. Learn the art of almost 
aimless woods wandering. 

l?J Bassin' the 'Burbs 
by Toni Stefano 

The bass are all around you, 
and the best fishing spots are 
often in New Jersey's sub, 
urbs-hidden in plain sight! 
Learn about some of them, 
find out what gear you 
shouldn't leave home with, 
out, and go get 'em. 

IEJ Whitesbog: Doorway 
to The Pines 
by Karen Larsen 

Let this historic village, 
where the first marketable 
blueberry was developed, 
open your eyes to the won, 
ders of the not,so,barren Pine 
Barrens. 
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EE New Je!s<:Y's 
Dynamic Dunes 
by Steve Greer ~- -

The size of her classroom-a 
1 Q,mile stretch of Island 
Beach State Park-can't con, 
tain naturalist Diane Bennett, 
Chase's enthusiasm for 
coastal ecology. It's so conta, 
gious that she shares it with 
thousands of visitors and vol, 
unteers annually. Spend a day 
with her as she and a Cub 
Scout troop plant beach grass 
to help preserve dunes . 

E!J Mining Memories at 
Sterling Hill 
by Cindy Ross 

Join this expedition to the 
Sterling Hill Mine which, 
with the nearby Franklin 
Mine, is world famous for the 
number and types of minerals 
found there. 

Ei] Eat or Be Eaten 
by William Figley 

Dive beneath the surface of 
the Atlantic to learn about 
the food chain on an artificial 
reef and to meet many of the 
reefs denizens. 

!J A Growing 
Enthusiasm 
by Ruby Weinberg 

Gardening enthusiasts are 
flocking to Morris Plains. 
Why? To tour a private orna, 
mental garden with more 
than a hundred hosta vari, 
eties, a child,size train dis, 
playing miniature conifers 
and alpines, a magnificent 
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e. et 
your appetite for Watnong 
Gardens on this armchair 
tour. 

!] Paddling the 
Delaware Water Gap 
by Cindy Ross 

Join the author and her fami, 
ly on this one,day river 
adventure and pick up some 
pointers for one of your own. 

r! Playing Tag with 
Royalty 
by Pete McLain 

Go behind the scenes to 
learn about the Cape May 
Bird Observatory's project to 
study the monarch butterfly. 

E:] Early Birding 
by K. S. Fertig 

The feel of a Swainson's 
thrush was just one of the 
thrills that hooked the author 
on birding. Learn about some 
of the others, and see why 
birding is so popular. 

Li] Monmouth's 
Cretaceous Creeks 
by Glenn F. Harbour 

There may not be gold in 
"them thar hills," but some 
Monmouth County streams 
yield a prodigious number of 
prehistoric relics. Find out 

Story Locator 
Page numbers indicated 

where and how to search for 
fossils. 

~ Eastern Oyster 
by Russ Babb 

Though the eastern oyster is 
no longer shipped from 
Bivalve in quantities rivaling 
those of the Cumberland 
County oyster industry cen, 
ter's heyday, it remains an 
integral part of the Delaware 
Estuary. Learn more about 
the oyster's life cycle and 
threats to its survival. 

Departments 

m Messages ii Events 

m News & Notes m Photo Contest 

Hi-ho, hi-ho, it's off to plant beach grass we go! Volunteers of all 
ages are helping to save Island Beach State Park's primary dunes. 
(See page 22.) ©Steve Creer 

Blueberries such as these helped put Whitesbog on the map. 
Today, the historic village also serves as a doorway to the Pine 
Barrens. (See page 18.) ©Stephan Thompson 

The Eastern oyster is the subject of the Wildlife in New Jersey 
profile on page 64. © 2002 Kathy Johnston 
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From Governor James E. McGreevey 

James E. McGreevey 
Governor 

Thank you to all of you who joined us when we kicked off New Jersey's trout sea, 
son at the Pequest Trout Hatchery and Natural Resource Education Center in 
Oxford, Warren County. In addition to congratulating the winners of our fishing art 
and writing contests, the event provided an opportunity to announce two key initia, 
tives that will expand the state's fishing resources. 

One initiative will expand access to fishing waters for New Jersey's anglers. We 
will use open space acquisition funds from Green Acres bond issues-approved over, 
whelmingly by New Jersey's voters-to finance this initiative. Easements for fishing 
access rights will be purchased in key areas of the state. These permanent easements 
will allow the public to wade and walk along the streambed and banks of productive 
fishing streams for the sole purpose of fishing. 

Our second initiative focuses on expanding fishing programs to additional areas. 
This will afford more children throughout the state the opportunity to experience, 
enjoy and appreciate this great natural resource. 

Fishing can be relaxing or challenging; it can offer solitude or foster cooperation. 
Whether your catch sustains you or you release it, fishing is always great. In fact, 
there is an article in this issue-Bassin' the 'Burbs-that testifies to the many benefits 
fishing affords. 

New Jersey's vast waterways are a valuable treasure that a million New Jersey 
anglers utilize almost all year round. Our administration recognizes the importance of 
the fishing community in New Jersey. We are committed to increasing recreational 
opportunities in our rivers and streams. 

Once again, thank you and enjoy the fishing. May you and your family be 
blessed with a healthy summer season. 

From Commissioner Bradley M. Campbell 
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Bradley M. Campbell 
Commissioner 

New Jersey has the distinction of being able to offer vacation and recreational 
opportunities for just about everyone. And the Department of Environmental 
Protection is the steward of many of the natural and historic resources that support 
those opportunities for the citizens of this state and our many visitors. 

Whether it's the roar of the surf, a mountainous trail, or a glimpse of the past 
that beckons you, why not discover the treasures of New Jersey before seeking out 
more distant venues. From the Highlands of North Jersey to the ecologically unique 
Pine Barrens of the southern counties, you can hike our parks and forests, discovering 
stunning views and regional flora and fauna, then picnic, swim, bask in the sun, or 
cool down under a leafy canopy. From the Atlantic Ocean to the Delaware River, you 
can visit our interpretive centers, tour our historic sites, fish our lakes and streams, 
visit the past in our living history villages, relax on our sandy beaches, and climb a 
lighthouse or two. 

New Jersey is small enough to make almost any destination perfect as a day trip, 
as well as a weekend getaway or a longer vacation. Several excellent choices
Whitesbog, Sterling Hill Mine, Island Beach State Park, and the Delaware Water 
Gap---are featured in this issue of New Jersey Outdoors. 

Visit. Enjoy. See why we consider safeguarding these natural and historic treas, 
ures for future generations to be so important. And then consider how you can help. 
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NJO News & Notes 

Be Bear-y Smart 
Now that warm weather has arrived, New Jersey's black bears have become 

more active. Residents of bear country-North Jersey-should follow the tips list, 
ed below to reduce the problems associated with bears. Whether you live there or 
are planning to visit, please: 

•Use common sense in an encounter with a bear. Remain calm and never 
approach the animal. Make the bear aware of your presence by talking or clapping, 
and always give it an escape route. 

•Never feed a black bear. Bears that are fed either intentionally or uninten, 
tionally can become aggressive and dangerous, and may have to be destroyed. 

•Report aggressive bears immediately to the Division of Fish and Wildlife's 
Wildlife Services Unit at 908. 735.8793. Nuisance or damage problems caused by 
bears should also be reported to the same number. 

To bear,proof your surroundings: 
•Store garbage in airtight containers in a secure area such as a basement or 

against the inside wall of a garage. 
•Feed outdoor pets during daylight hours only and remove all food scraps and 

food bowls immediately after feeding. 
•Hang bird feeders at least 10 feet off the ground from a free,hanging wire. 
• Protect beehives and livestock. Electric fencing is sometimes effective in 

preventing black bear damage. 
To learn more about New Jersey's black bears, visit www.njfishandwildlife.com 

or call 908.63 7.4125. Programs for schools and civic organizations are available 
free of charge, as are brochures and other materials on living in bear country. 

Preliminary 2001-02 Deer Harvest Estimate 
Based upon preliminary deer harvest data, the Division of Fish and Wildlife is 

characterizing the 2001,02 deer hunting season as one of the most successful to date 
for deer management efforts and for deer hunters. An estimated 68,669 deer-the 
third highest number on record-were harvested during the six deer seasons. 

Shotgun hunters continued to harvest the most deer (32,947, or 47 percent of 
the total); bow hunters accounted for 34 percent of the total harvest (23,516 
deer); and muzzleloader hunters took the remaining18 percent (12,206 deer). 

An informative table detailing the deer harvest by seasons and zones is avail, 
able online. For a link to that document (in PDF format), please go to 
www.njfishandwildlife.com/news/2002/drhrvest.htm and scroll to the end. 

2002 Mid-Winter Waterfowl Survey Results 
The Department of Environmental Protection's Division of Fish and Wildlife 

recently completed New Jersey's portion of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 
(USFWS) Atlantic Flyway Mid, Winter Waterfowl Survey. This survey, designed to 
track long,term trends of waterfowl species wintering along the Atlantic coast, has 
been conducted each January since 1955. 

The survey is conducted simultaneously in all Atlantic Flyway states to meas, 
ure the abundance and distribution of wintering waterfowl in the region. The sur, 
vey figures are taken from flights conducted over key wintering areas and are not 
an absolute count of the entire waterfowl population. 

The survey count for black ducks was the highest ever recorded in the state, 
while counts for mallards and pintails were the second highest ever recorded for 
those species. The second highest state count for Canada geese was also recorded. 
Counts were particularly high in areas where migrant, sub,arctic breeding Canada 
geese are known to spend winter, providing further evidence of a strong recovery 
of this population. Scaup, canvasbacks, and tundra swans were the only major 
species below their respective 1 O,year average in 2002. 
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NJO News & Notes 

2002 Mid-Winter Waterfowl Survey Results. continued 

The 2002 Survey As Compared to the NJ Count as a 
Count in New Jersey Latest 10-yr Average Percent of the Total 

Atlantic Brant 124,590 +25% 65% 
Black Ducks 115,280 +46% 35% 
Snow Geese 122,450 +61% 30% 
Canada Geese 241,328 +40% 25% 
Bufflehead 18,600 +32% 25% 
Mute Swans 1,648 +15% 20% 
Mallards 39,010 +43% 18% 
Scaup 47,155 ,08% 10% 

2001 Skillful Angler Winners 
For nearly two decades, the New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife has been recognizing anglers who catch fish of not quite 

record, but nonetheless substantial, size. The Skillful Angler Program began in 1983 with 31 applicants; 129 applications, repre, 
senting 21 different species, were officially processed for 2001. To date, 1,780 anglers have been awarded skillful angler status. 

The two most popular species caught by skillful anglers in 2001 were brook trout and chain pickerel, with each accounting for 
20 entries. No entries were received this year for American shad, northern pike, bluefish, cod, blue or white marlin, mako shark, 
pollock, or albacore, bluefin, yellowfin, and tuna (other) categories. 

Congratulations to the following winners: 
Freshwater Species Weight Angler 
Largemouth Bass 7 lb., 7 oz. Dave Hughes 
Smallmouth Bass 5 lb., 3 oz. Paul Joyce 

Striped Bass Hybrid 11 lb., 6 oz. Mallory Smith 
Carp 50 lb. Steve Babilino 
Channel Catfish 12 lb., 13 oz. Stephen 

Miklandric 
Black Crappie 3 lb., 8 oz. Forrest Black 

Muskellunge 28 lb., 4 oz. Steve Nemeth 

Chain Pickerel 7 lb. Ed Witkowski 
Brook Trout 8 lb., 6 oz. Mike 

Denniston 
Brown Trout 8 lb., 5 oz. Cletus Polk, Jr. 

Lake Trout 26 lb. Walter 
Neumann 

Rainbow Trout 8 lb. Cletus Polk, Jr. 

Walleye 6 lb., 15 oz William Pugsley 

Saltwater Species Weight Angler 
Black Sea Bass 6 lb., 4 oz. David DiGiuseppe 

Striped Bass 56 lb., 15 oz. Ron Faust 
Black Drum 78 lb. Phil Fors 

Winter Flounder 4 lb John Chan 
Fluke 10 lb., 12 oz. Patrick Donnelly 
Kingfish 2 lb., 4 oz. Barry White 
Tau tog 13 lb., 4.8 oz. Greg Eastburn, Jr. 
Weakfish 10 lb., 12 oz. Stanley Klimek 

Hometown 
T urnersville 
Jackson 

Millville 
T urnersville 
Belle Mead 

Bound Brook 

Phillipsburg 

Middletown 
Brielle 

Mahwah 

Cliffwood Beach 

Mahwah 

Randolph 

Hometown 
Sea Isle City 

Lansdale (PA) 
Brigantine 

Edison 
Brick 

Where 
Bells Lake 
Manasquan 
Reservoir 
Maurice River 
Garrison Lake 
Lake 
Assunpink 
Spruce Run 
Reservoir 
Delaware 
River 
Deal Lake 
Spring Lake 

Manasquan 
Reservoir 
Round Valley 
Reservoir 
Monksville 
Reservoir 
Lake 
Hopatcong 

Where 
Over the wreck 
Cleopatra 
Barnegat Light 
Brigantine 
North End 
Belmar Jetty 
Off Seaside 

Little Egg Harbor Barnegat Light 
Tuckerton Miss LBI 
Sayreville Delaware Bay 

4 New Jersey Outdoors 

When 
9/6 
8/18 

4/16 
5/31 
9/8 

3/24 

7/31 

9/19 
4/7 

8/16 

7/16 

7/12 

When 
8/12 

10/31 
6/8 

12/8 
8/25 
10/16 
4/11 
5/3 

Length Girth 
25" 17.5'' 
20. 75" 15.875" 

30" 16.5" 
46" 36" 
30.25" 18.5" 

16" 17.5" 

48" 21" 

32" 11" 
20" I.N.A. 

25" 14" 

37" 23" 

4.5" 16" 

25.5" I.N.A. 

Length Girth 
24.5" I.N.A. 

48.5" 29" 
52" I.N.A. 

20" 16.5" 
29" I.N.A. 
16.5" 9.25" 
25.75" 20" 
29" I.N.A. 



NJO News & Notes 

The Striped Bass Bonus Program 

This program allows participating anglers to retain one additional striped bass beyond the normal daily possession limit of two 
from New Jersey's marine waters. In 2001 there were 105 party/charter boats and 13,900 individual participants; the preliminary 
estimate of the harvest is 4,526 striped bass (78,300 pounds). 

All participants receive two non,transferable fish possession cards. Participants must punch month and day of harvest immedi, 

ately upon taking and prior to transportation of bonus fish. The bonus fish must be taken to a registered check station (there are 
55 throughout the state) or the card mailed to the NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife. Having a second card gives the angler the 
opportunity to harvest bonus fish on consecutive days, especially when fishing at night or when check stations are closed. 

To receive your bonus fish possession cards, complete and mail the application form (below) as directed. Please note that if 
you are mailing applications for more than one person, a stamped envelope must be enclosed for each. 

NEW JERSEY DIVISION OF FISH & WILDLIFE 
Striped Bass Bonus Program 

Individual Participant Application 

Date __________ _ 

Name ___________________________ ~--

Last First Middle Initial 

Number and Street 

City State Zip Code 

County __________ _ *Social Security# __________ _ 

Daytime Telephone Number: ( ____________ _ 
Area Code Number 

**E,mail address: ---------------

MAIL COMPLETED FORM TO: 
Division of Fish and Wildlife 
Striped Bass Bonus Program 
PO Box 418 
Port Republic, NJ 08241 

* Required for processing application. 
** The division is developing a voluntary Bonus Program e,mail list for special notices, regulation updates, emergency closures, etc. 

You must enclose a self-addressed, stamped, #10 business envelope for each applicant to receive two fish possession cards. 

DIVISION OF FISH & WILDLIFE USE ONLY 
Duplicate 

Fish Possession Cards #s Issued __________ _ Check ____ _ 

Date Mailed to Applicant _____________ _ Initials _____ _ 
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Wood 
Men 
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Boats 
etend 

by Gretchen F. Coyle 

"Farley State Marina, Farley State Marina. This is the Moon 

Mist. Come in, please," calls the captain of a 42,foot Grand Banks 
trawler yacht. 

"This is Farley State Marina," a crisp female voice responds. 
"Please switch to channel 6,5." 

Now 

The Inlet section of Atlantic City is busy with boats of all 
types, coming and going. Marinas, the Flying Cloud Restaurant at 
historic Gardner's Basin, clam boats, and numerous other commer, 
cial fishing boats take up the whole east side as one enters from 
either the Intracoastal Waterway or Atlantic City Inlet. Three 
early man,made lagoons provide shelter-Gardner's Basin, Snug 

Harbor, and Delta Basin. 
The last three decades had seen the empty Stam's and 

Hackney restaurants, drug deals, and burned out shells of homes. 
But, thanks to New Jersey's Casino Reinvestment Development 
Authority, the Inlet area has been rebuilt and landscaped, complet, 
ing the evolution from stately old seashore 11 cottages11 where fami, 
lies gathered for the summer at the tum of the century to once 
again a safe shore for residents. 

The biggest draw these days is the refurbished Farley State 
Marina, which sits in front of the Trump Marina Hotel Casino. 
With a capacity for 640 yachts, along with gas, diesel, a pump,out 
station, cable TV, electric, telephone service, and 24,hour security, 
this marina is a favorite for seasonal as well as daily visitors. Two 
casinos and a number of restaurants are within walking distance, 
and a quick taxi ride to the city's famed Boardwalk brings enter, 
tainment for all ages. 

Then 
In the latter half of the 19th century, Clam Creek, as the basin 

was called, lived up to its name as an area filled with clams, oysters, 
and fish. As the Atlantic City population exploded, fresh fish were 
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needed for the new hotels and restau, 
rants. Men living off the sea worked 
hard 12 months a year, filling their large 
wooden sailboats with cod, menhaden, 
oysters, clams, or mackerel, depending 
on the season. Running the Inlet before 
it was dredged and a jetty was added was 
difficult. 

Tom Hulme, of Atlantic City, is a 
noted authority on the area's old wooden 
gaff ,rigged sloops and catboats. Years of 
studying and collecting are reflected in 
his fascinating scrapbooks; they depict a 
time long past on the water that today 
reflects neon signs and multi,story casinos. 

"The early workboats did absolutely 
anything to make a buck," Hulme says. 
"They even changed their rigs periodi, 

cally, depending on the boat's use and 
owner." This accounts for the fact that 
pictures exist of certain boats showing 
both cat and sloop rigs over the years. 
Most of the early workboats were built at 
the local Van Sant shipyard. A few came 
from Dorchester on the Delaware Bay. 

In 1883, the Yachtsman's 
Association was founded at the end of 
Main Avenue near the Inlet on the 
property later to be occupied by Captain 
Starn's famous restaurant. The March 
28, 1948, Atlantic City Press contained 
an old picture of the sea captains of the 
Yachtsmen's Association at the turn of 
the century. "They were a hardy lot," the 
caption read. "Most of the men learned 
the ropes from their fathers and were 
captains by the time they were eight, 
een." During the off ,season the captains 
either lived off the sea to make ends 
meet or were part of the U.S. Life 
Saving Service (re,named the U.S. 

Coast Guard after 1915). 
As the new century dawned, there 

were plenty of vacationers wanting to go 
for a sail. Boat captains had found a new 
catch-the tourist. "Think of it this 
way," Hulme says, "it was clean work in 
the summertime with a white shirt and 
tie. And they didn't have to get up two 

Opposite page: A young Captain George B. Gale (inset), probably in his U.S. Life Saving Service 
uniform, with his first Princeton, circa 1910. 
Photo courtesy of Robert Ruffalo 

Below: Olive, a catboat owned by the Gale family, loads passengers set for an afternoon sail in 
the Atlantic Ocean, circa 1940. 
Photo courtesy of Robert Ruffalo 

hours before daybreak." 
Some boats began to be built strictly 

for sightseeing; others were built for 

commercial use, but their wide, shallow 
draft hulls made them suitable for either. 
Engines began to be installed at the old 
catboats. Some of the topmasts were cut 

off the older boats as the need for sail 
power became mainly for sightseeing 
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passengers. Engines maneuvered the 

lagoons of the Inlet area. Pictures after 
the turn of the century begin to show 
some of the larger catboats with ridicu, 
lously short masts. 

Robert Ruffalo, of Princeton 
Antiques and Books, deals in out,of, 

print books and has acquired an impres, 
sive collection of Atlantic City photo, 
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graphs. President of the Atlantic City 
Historical Society, he has one of the 
world's largest collections of Atlantic 
City photographs and memorabilia. Co, 
author of Atlantic City, America's 
Playground, Bob says with a smile, "The 
two, legged harvest became easier and 

more lucrative." Consequently, these 
workboats added plush seats to their 
cockpits, painted them, and took visitors 
for rides. Tom Hulme adds, "A lot of the 
old sea captains would make their own 
upholstery." 

As many as 60 people could sit 
comfortably on each sailboat. "There 
weren't any rules," Tom laughs. "If you 

had a life belt for each passenger, you 
could take as many people as you could 
hold." An afternoon of sailing was a 
must for excursionists from crowded 
cities such as Philadelphia, New York, 
and Baltimore who had traveled to 
Atlantic City via the railroad. It was 
almost as exciting as a walk on the 
famed Boardwalk, a healthy swim in the 
ocean, or a box of salt,water taffy. 

Before the Depression the cost of a 
sailboat ride was $1; during the 
Depression it sunk to 50 cents. By 1940, 
the price was up to between $2.50 and 
$3. Advertisements for these not,so, 
cheap rides bragged about "sailing along 
the oceanfront," but on rough days the 
trip was around the back bays. The usual 
sailing time was about two hours. 

The Inlet area has changed from 
working and passenger sailboats to luxu, 

rious yachts tied up at floating docks. 
Visitors today may find it hard to imag, 

ine the scene of 50 to 150 years ago, but 
blue water trailing a wake of white bub, 
bles off the stem of a passing vessel is 
the common denominator linking past 
and present. 
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Below: Although in deplorable condition, the Helena C. Starn can still be seen in the Inlet area. 
© 2000, Gretchen F. Coyle 

Prolific freelance writer Gretchen Coyle divides her time between Beach Haven (NJ) and Useppa 
Island (FL), where she does most of her writing. Her contributions to New Jersey Outdoors 
include: Mullica River Reflections (Spring 2001), The Opti: Sailboat of Choice for the Younger Set 
(Summer 2000), The Saga of Tucker's Island (Summer 1998), and Wind, Sand and Salt: Quirks of 
a Seashore Garden (Spring 1997) . 
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Letendary eaptaina and Ve11el1 
Financier John E. Mehrer held a race at the end of each summer for the boat captains. Competition was stiff and the local 

skippers coveted the prize, usually a medal. Winners were able to fly the "J.E. Mehrer Champion" flag. Mehrer financed the build, 

ing of many of the large sailboats belonging to the Gale family of boat captains. 
Captains George B., Charles, Sam, and Ed Gale came from the industrious family of sea captains who owned and skippered 

some of the 50, to 60,foot catboats. Theirs were among the large number tied up along Clam Creek and its tributaries. Fancy 
docks such as the Inlet Pier, Inlet Sailing Center, Inlet Pavilion, and the Yachting Pier lured curious visitors. "T" and "L" docks 

were constructed so the boats could easily land under all wind conditions. 
In a number of pictures George B. Gale, complete with the tie and captain's hat, sits at the helm of the Princeton, one of the 

most celebrated and photographed boats of all. Around him is always a well,dressed group of people posing for one of the camera, 

men who flocked to the Inlet area promising pictures as soon as the boat returned. Men wore coats and ties through the 1930s; 
Edwardian women wore long dresses, then shorter ones beginning in the 1920s. Children were similarly dressed. Long sleeves pro, 

tected the sailors from the numerous flies, mosquitoes, and sun. 
There were approximately six Princetons between 1906 and 1945. According to the Regi.stry of Merchant Vessels of the U.S., all 

were owned by the Gale family and were listed for either fishing or passenger service. Each weighed about 20 tons and carried a 

crew of three. 
The year 1928 saw the launching of the popular Harry Hackney, first skippered by Captain Stam. Its design was created from 

a half,model. Entrepreneur Harry Hackney advertised his famous Hackney restaurant with its name on the mainsail, complete 
with large red lobster above. Soon Captain Stam opened a competing restaurant, Captain Stam's, nearby. Stam purchased 
Hackney's sailboat, using the same method of charging tourists for a sailboat ride while advertising his restaurant for all to see. It is 
under Stam's tutelage that a teenaged Tom Hulme became a mate and learned the ways of handling one of the large sailboats. 

Today, the Helena G. Stam sags in many places, flaking with peeling paint. Her half,rotten mast is barely standing while lines 
weigh down the rotten wooden boom. Old wooden pulleys, a sturdy wheel, and an enormous cockpit tell the sad story. She is 
probably the only sailboat of her kind left. And she may not be around for long. The Westcoat Marina, where she perches on an 
equally decrepit old railway, is for sale. It will likely be developed soon, as waterfront property directly across from the Farley State 

Marina becomes more valuable. 

The Harry Hackney is launched (Atlantic City, 1928). Note the 
gentlemen wearing coats, ties, and hats. 
Photo courtesy of Tom Hulme 

-Gretchen F. Coyle 



Bushwhaclf 
The Art of Almost Aimless 

Woods Wandering 
Article & images by Michael Zeugin 

It starts innocently enough. 
You are hiking a snow-covered trail. A crisp coating of early season sleet crunches under your feet. Yours are the first human tracks in 

the well-traveled rut. Other creatures have passed here but they are not going your way. You look down at the twin sets of deer hoof prints 

that cross the trail, perpendicular to your path . Your eye follows them, wistfully at first. Then, as you stare off into the distance wondering 
why the deer went there, something primordial takes hold of your senses. Suddenly you see it; the natural corridor the deer have followed. 
Emboldened by the snow, knowing you can always Hansel and Gretel your way back along your own footprints, you take the first step. 

You veer off the trail. 
A sense of exhilaration sweeps over you. You are free . Free of the need to follow any prescribed route. It is why you come to the 

woods-to break away. The trail always seemed to ring untrue. It was someone else's course, decided and fallowed by others. As you move 
along the deer tracks you see the places where they have nuzzled under the snow for acorns, remnants of fungi or wild grapes . How do they 
do that with such precision? 

You crouch below some overhanging branches and become the deer. A cold puff of wind blows across your neck and you tum. As you 
look back toward the trail where you left off, the image of a Lenape Indian flits through your mind. You tum again and follow the curved 
path of tracks draped across a rise, marveling at the ease of the uphill line. Then as you gaze into the arroyo below, you realize you will never 
be content to travel the marked human path again . 

You have become a bushwhacker. 

Winter is perhaps the best time to begin to understand 
bushwhacking. The forest is open, devoid of leaves. In north
ern forests, snow often provides a stark contrast to the trees 
and a blotter for game tracks. The long, unobstructed view 
allows the bushwhacker to follow the terrain. When the snow 
is deep (in Sussex County, at elevations above 1,000 feet, 
upwards of 100 inches of snow falls some winters), human 
traffic is almost completely cut off. Skis, snowshoes, and 
snowmobiles rule the easier trails, but many places become 
insulated from all human contact for as much as three 
months. In these places the woods are reclaimed by the ani
mals-and you. 

With the right tools-skis or snowshoes, or packboots in 
snow less deep-the snow makes for delightful bushwhacking. 
The cold can also lead to trouble. In December 1996, a cross
country skier got lost in Wawayanda State Park {Sussex 
County), while following a trail. He died of apparent hypothermia. 
His body was found three days later after a massive search 
effort. So, you need to be prepared {more on that later). 

Before You Begin 

Before bushwhacking, study topographic maps of the area. 
Study means memorize. Another warm-up is to hike all the 
marked trails in the area, to get a sense of the terrain. Those 
starting out might carry a map, although others might find 
that ruins the fun. If you lack a strong sense of direction you 
may want to carry a compass, but here we run into the danger 
of turning bushwhacking into orienteering. There is a difference. 

Orienteering, a hobby for some, involves finding one's 
way around the wild using compass and map. We won't even 
mention the Global Positioning System (OPS), radios, and 

cell phones. A real bushwhack is just explorer, forest, and wits. 
But everyone needs to find his or her own comfort, safety 
level, and learning curve. 

Once familiarized with the terrain, start out by playing 
connect the trails. Simply leave one trail and cut a line through 

the woods to another, using game trails to find the easy way 
through. Gradually increase the level of difficulty by lengthen-
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Bear scat and deer droppings are signs of 
trail use by wildlife. 

ing the distance traveling off,trail and 
selecting rougher terrain. Be especially 
mindful of swamps and cliffs-the topo 
maps will show these. Repeat explorations 
of the same area until you find yourself 
feeling your way through the woods. 

What is feeling your way through 
the woods? This is difficult to explain 
because it is closely tied to intuition. 
The best analogy might be a moment 

from the original Star Wars film: Jedi 
master Obi,Wan Kenobi's voice enters 
Luke Skywalker' s consciousness at the 
moment he is trying to target a weak 
point in an enemy craft on a strafing 
run. "Use the Force, Luke," his former 
mentor's voice urges. Luke does, relying 
purely on intuition to achieve success. 

So it is when you are on the right 
path through the woods. The wrong path 
will leave you frustrated, perhaps even 
wishing you were back on the trail. The 
right path will seem almost effortless, or 
perhaps like you are stalking or slithering 
through the trees. The more you bush, 
whack, the more you'll feel it. The feel, 
ings need to be experienced repeatedly 
to be recognized and then reinforced. 

Practice Makes Perfect 

Such bushwhacking nirvana is only 
achieved with repetitive training. Every 
bushwhack is different. Each wander 
through the forest should lead to a 
find-a place, a thing, some new knowl, 
edge. Eventually as skills and experience 
converge, these finds happen with star, 
tling regularity: a deer carcass ... an old 
mine shaft ... cave openings in cliffs ... 
the bleached jaw of a coyote. You won't 
see them often on a marked trail. 

After you become accustomed to fol, 

lowing natural paths, you become more 
sensitive to alterations in the terrain. 
Old grown,over logging or farm roads 
will reveal themselves. These can be fun 
to follow or ski. Look for old building 
foundations, mining pits, rock dumps. 

The holy grail of bushwhacks is the 

game trail. In New Jersey, these are pri, 
marily used by deer. But in some places 
all sorts of animals--deer, bear, coy, 
otes--converge on one natural path; 
mountain passes or ridges are good places 
to look. You'll know when you find one 
of these game superhighways. You'll like, 
ly find not only a well,wom trail, but 
also droppings from a variety of animals. 

If you travel quietly and into the 
wind, you may find not just their drop, 

pings, but the animals themselves. It's 
not uncommon to surprise sleeping deer 

or a browsing bear while bushwhacking 
along a game trail. Pine forests, moun, 
tain laurel thickets, and swamp perime, 
ters are just some of the places you might 
disturb animals who normally go there to 

hide from noisy trail hikers nearby. 
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An All-Season Adventure 

So how do you find game trails 
when there isn't any snow? In open for, 
est these trails are traveled heavily 
enough to be visible in some areas. The 
more the natural terrain features pinch 
the animals into a single place-a cul, 
vert, a gap in an old farm wall, a grassy 
grazing area-the easier it is to spot their 
paths. In autumn and spring, views 
through the forest are still unobstructed. 
The trick is to see both the natural corri, 

dor and the game path. 
Fresh deer tracks are easiest to spot 

and follow after a night's rain. Deer dis, 
turb the leaves on the ground with each 
step, turning them up, which makes 

them differ visually from the surrounding 
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The author's daughter, Cassandra, hunkers down to search 
for a deer-tunnel. 

forest floor. As the tops of leaves dry, 
deer hooves turn up the darker wet 
undersides of the leaves. Once the bush, 
whacker becomes adept at seeing this, 
following them is easy. 

Deer "tunnels" are another form of 
game trail. The tunnel is formed by the 
deer traffic in and under thick brush. 
These are common in areas of mountain 

laurel found in northern New Jersey and 
areas of new growth or vines. To find 

deer tunnels more easily, hunker down to 
the height of a deer. Or just squat and 

look around. Children often have a 
bunch of fun finding these game trail 
tunnels, since they are the right height 
for access. 

Summer bushwhacking can be more 
difficult but it brings its own rewards. 
Since vegetation is thickest in summer, 
some areas become almost impassable. 
To increase the fun, select your summer 
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bushwhacks carefully. You'll need your 
topo map for this. Select higher rocky 
terrain-it's less likely to support dense 
vegetation. Look for broad north/north, 
east facing slopes. These get less light 
than other exposures, also limiting thick 
growth. If you combine dry, thin soil 
areas with a northern exposure you will 
find the best summer bushwhacking ter, 

rain. 
Summer bushwhacking through var, 

ied terrain can have other advantages. 
Wild blueberries, blackberries, grapes, 

and raspberries are among the finds 
you'll make off the trail. I've discovered 
acres of plump wild blueberries thriving 
on a rocky mountaintop too arid to sup, 

port other growth. From July through 
September, consider carrying an empty 
quart container in your pack for surprise 
harvests. 
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A Word to the Wise 

Bushwhacking is, in many ways, the 

opposite of trail hiking, but there are 
some shared facets. Safety is one of 
them. It's a good idea to let someone 
know where you are going, or take a 
friend. For bushwhackers it is especially 
important to leave an accurate descrip, 
tion of the area you intend to explore. 
Include an emergency overnight kit in a 
pack. For me, this includes waterproof 
matches, candles (to help start a fire in 
wet conditions), an emergency whistle, a 
reflective emergency blanket, e~tra 
clothing for sufficient warmth in night, 

time temperatures, water, insect repel, ' 
lent, sunscreen, a water purification 
device, and some light snack foods. 

Proper hiking shoes are a must. This 
means boots with full ankle coverage, 
not the low,top beefed,up sneakers that 
some manufacturers are now marketing 
as "day hikers." Bushwhacking means 
walking through rough terrain where 
ankle support and protection can be a 

good thing. 
While we're thinking of ankles, be 

especially aware of snakes when bush, 
whacking. New Jersey is home to timber 
rattlesnakes and copperheads. I have 
encountered them both on and off the 
trail in New Jersey forests. In cooler 
times they are often sluggish, but on hot, 
ter summer days snakes can react quickly 
to intruders. 

Another consideration in New 
Jersey is tick protection. Although I 
have yet to be bitten, something I attrib, 

ute to luck and sensitive skin, I pick 

ticks off my clothing or body after almost 
every bushwhack. For trail hiking-and 
especially bushwhacking-read up on 
tick protection and avoidance tech, 

niques. 
There are periods during fall and 

winter when you may want to avoid 
bushwhacking. Most hunters are cautious 
and bound by the ethics of taking only 
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clean shots at a clearly defined 
target. There are exceptions, so 
creeping along deer tunnels 

through dense mountain laurel 
is less advisable during the vafi, 
ous deer seasons. Pick up a sum, 
mary of hunting regulations at a 
hunting or tackle shop to check 
exact season dates. If you can't 
resist bushwhacking during 
hunting seasons, wear safety 
orange. Avoid earth tones and 

white gloves or hats. 
Above all remember to 

bring your sense of exploration, 
adventure, and observation. 
These are all part of what 
makes bushwhacking so stimu, 

lating. And bring your camera. 
You will find off,trail moments 
that beg capturing. 

\ 
\ 

Michael Zeugi,n has been known to 
wander aimlessly through forests on 
bushwhacks long enough to make 
companions ref er to them as grueling. 
It is surprising he finds his way back 
to write stories and develop the photo, 
graphs for New Jersey Outdoors and 
other outdoor magazines. Zeugi,n 's 
commute from the Skylands regi,on to 
Rutgers University in Newark, where 
he teaches English, is spent daydream, 
ing about past outdoor forays or cook, 
ing up ideas for new ones. 

Barely discernable to the untrained 
eye, this wildlife pathway is most 
evident to a seasoned bushwhacker. 
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by Toni Stefano 

My 13 year,old daughter KeriAnn's 
suggestion somehow filtered through the 

din of the honking horns as I made the 
near suicidal left tum off Tilton Road in 
Northfield into the parking lot of the 
dance supply store. 

"Mom, Birch Grove Park is right 
down there (she was pointing). Can we 
go fishing after we get my shoes?" 

We were on a late June mission. 
KeriAnn's annual recital was looming, 

and the only place to buy the shoes she 
needed just happened to be a half,mile 
or so up Tilton Road from the tum lead, 
ing to Birch Grove Park. During the 
spring, we caught a couple of limits of 
trout from the ponds dotting the park, 
and I'm sure the memory of whatever 
snapped her line that day in May was 
still vivid in the colorful, and magnified, 
mind of a teenager. 

Shoes purchased, and with a 
Wendy's burger 'n fries each under our 
belts, we split after tying our chosen 
lures. I chose a 3/8,ounce yellow/char, 
treuse spinnerbait. KeriAnn picked a 
1/8,ounce bright orange Yo,zuri Snap 
Bean. 

A small bass, here. A little bigger 
bass, there. 

"MOM!" resonated over the Birch 
Grove grounds, and I happened to catch 

the splash of the fish as it landed after 
the second jump. KeriAnn, armed with 
her ultra,light trout outfit, was locked in 
a more take,than,give with a largemouth 

that meant to make her pay. 
I could only offer words of encour, 

agement as she swept the rod right to 
left and then low to the water in an 
effort to keep the fish's head turned (as I 
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taught her). The tiny reel's drag with, 
stood the punishment, not without a 
screech or two, though. Twisted line and 
all, she lipped the bass and held it up for 
a photo. 

"Mom", she said matter,of,factly, 

sweat highlighting her upper lip, "it's 
camera time." 

That it was a pretty nice bass at a 
little over two pounds wasn't the only 
thing I was pleased about. What had me 
smiling to myself was the affirmation of 
my personal belief that that good bass 

fishing can be encountered close to 
home. 

"Nice fish, Ker," I offered, after tak, 
ing her photo. 

"I've lost bigger here," she replied 
1 matter,of,factly, releasing the largemouth 

into the dark waters. "Let's hit the 
Absecon Pit on the way home. Bigger 
bass there." 

"The Pit" is situated directly behind 
the town's municipal building off the 
Whitehorse Pike (Route 30). We read 
about it in an article in The Fisherman 
magazine a couple of years ago. 
Although it sits practically in the middle 
of a suburban residential area, the lit, 
tle-but deep-5,acre pond always has 
bass waiting. With darkness falling, and 
the mosquitoes and gnats multiplying, 

we called it quits after about a dozen 
largemouths between 10 and 15 inches 
hit our silver and black Rapala plugs. 
Although we didn't catch "The Big 
One," it was a lot of fun on the light and 
ultra, light rods. 

"Ya know, Mom," Keriann observed 
later that evening, between coloring her 
nails for the umpteenth time and field, 
ing phone calls, "we catch bass right 

around here and in the parks close by 
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Aunt Tracey's house. How come when, 
ever you read something about bass fish, 
ing it's always about on a big lake or 
going somewhere far away?" 

I explained that when most people 
go bass fishing, they usually spend a full 
day at it. Chances are they either have a 
boat or rent one, and they like to read 
about faraway places. A "grass,is,always, 

greener" kind of thing. 
Despite our hectic schedules, we still 

get to go fishing when a free morning or 
afternoon magically appears on the cal, 

endar. When we're on the road, which is 
often, I'll find out if there is a municipal 
or county park close to where our ulti, 
mate destination is. My sister Tracey 
lives in Garwood, in Union County, 



Opposite page: KeriAnn caught this two-pound largemouth in 
Atlantic County's Birch Grove Park. There are six ponds in Birch 
Grove, and they're loaded with bass and pickerel. 

Below: Colonial Park in Somerset County is a bass hotspot. Each of its 
three ponds harbors largemouths like the one the author's holding 
© Tom Pag/iaroli 

© Toni Stefano 

which happens to be within a 1 Q,minute 
ride of a number of really good bass fish, 
ing waters. Nomahegan Park, Lenape 
Park, Echo Lake Park, and the 
Watchung Reservation all have ponds or 
lakes that are loaded with largemouths, 
and some pretty big ones at that. 

I vividly remember watching a guy 
wrestle a bass that had to go five pounds 
from Lower Echo Lake. It was a Sunday 
morning in early May about four or five 
years ago. He was fishing at the lower 
end of the 100,yard paved section of 

shoreline, casting a tiny Mepps spinner 
for trout. We thought he hooked one of 
the giant trout stocked by a local club 
for a fishing derby, and when the bass 
jumped, I think everyone went into 
shock. Another fisherman put a tape 
measure to the bass, and it went past 21 
inches! The bass was released, and the 
talk of the morning was how a bass sur, 
vived to get that big in a county park 
pond. 

Don Madson, who owns and oper, 

ates the Sportsman's Outfitter in nearby 
Clark, shed some light on the matter. I 

had stopped in later that afternoon to 
buy a few Mepps spinners and, naturally, 
to pick his brain. 

"After the Memorial Day weekend, 
fishing pressure on Echo drops off to 
almost nothing," he says. "Just about 
everyone who fishes Echo is after trout, 
and the largemouth bass are ignored. 
There's a lot of great bass food in Echo. 
Shiners, minnows, sunnies, crappies, 
goldfish, small carp, frogs, and crayfish. 
Nothing for a largemouth to do in there 
but get big and fat. Every once in a 

while, somebody catches one and the 
word gets out. But fishermen forget, and 
the bass just get longer and rounder." 

If that was the case with Echo, I rea, 
soned, why not other waters like it? 
Since that conversation, I've fished a lot 

of suburban park ponds and lakes 
throughout the state. Many are stocked 
with trout, and many not. No matter, 

since the bass fishing on the majority 
of them has been absolutely fantastic, 
either size, or numbers,wise. The 

bonus is that, except for a fishing 

companion, I hardly ever see anybody 
else casting for bass. 

Where to Look 

Some of the best suburban bass 
fishing spots are hidden in plain sight. 
Laurel Acres Park Pond in Mount 
Laurel (Burlington County) is a typi, 
cal suburban bassin' situation. It's 
small-maybe three acres-and is 

stocked with trout. During April and 
May, it can get crowded, but by June, 
fishermen are scarce. From the sum, 

mer through fall, the bass person can 
have the run of the place. Laurel's 
largemouths get pretty big-my per, 

sonal best is about 2 1/2 pounds-and 
really like black plastic worms, spinner, 
baits, and minnow,type floating plugs. 

You would think that with good bass 
potential, more people would fish there. 
It's very easy to get to, the parking is 
convenient, and you can cast from most 
of the shoreline. But a week or two after 

the last trout stocking in the middle of 
May, anglers seem to disappear. 

The same with West Pond in Cape 
May Court House, directly off Route 9 
and on the grounds of the always busy 
Cape May County Zoo. West Pond gets 
crowded during the trout,stocking sea, 
son, but by late May, the weeds are up 
and the trout fishermen are gone. This is 
when the largemouths come out to play. 
I had all I could handle with the 4, 
pounder that came out from under the 
walkover bridge to grab my Boss Rat, 
and I caught another, about half that 
size, in the pond across Route 9. 

And it doesn't have to be in a park, 
either. KeriAnn pointed to a patch of 
water tucked between some office build, 
ings along Route 3 7 in Ocean County 
near Toms River. "Think there's a bass in 
there, Mom?" she asked. A quick jughan, 
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dle at the next light and within a minute 
we were ready to find out. We checked 
for "No Trespassing" posters. There 
weren't any, so I assumed it was open to 

the public. A good dose of tick repellent, 
and we gave it a shot. We only had 
about 20 minutes to spare, so it had to 

be hit,and,run. We cast chartreuse spin, 

nerbaits along the edges of the weeds, 
and KeriAnn caught a pair of foot, long 
largemouths on successive casts. We 
ended up with seven bass, the longest of 
which was only 15 inches. Still, it was 
fun, and seven bass in 20 minutes is pret, 
ty good fishing. 

Like I said, hidden in plain sight. 

Info Sources 

There are several excellent sources 
of information to guide you to bass in 
the 'burbs. 

The New Jersey Division of Fish & 
Wildlife offers Places to Fish, a guide that 
covers the ponds, lakes, reservoirs, rivers, 
and streams open to the public. These 
are listed by county, and include the 
species present, fishing quality, facilities 
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available, acreage (or length), access, 

and whether the water is owned by the 
state, county, or municipality. It even 
lists the nearest city or town. It's avail, 
able free by sending a self,addressed, 
stamped ($0.55) business,size envelope 
to Places to Fish, Pequest Trout 
Hatchery, 605 Pequest Rd, Oxford, NJ 
07863 or to Places to Fish, Bureau of 
Freshwater Fisheries, PO Box 394, 
Lebanon, NJ 08833. A modified version 
is provided on the division's Web site 
( www.njfishandwildlife.com/fishstrm.htm). 

Also available from the division is a 

list of more than 50 New Jersey fishing 
sites that are accessible to people who 
have difficulty with mobility. Visit www.' 
n j fishandwildlif e. com/pdf /handilst. pdf for 
the on,line version, which is in PDF for, 

mat. The print version is available by 
sending a $0.34 stamped, self,addressed 
envelope to: ACCESS, Pequest Trout 
Hatchery, 605 Pequest Rd, Oxford, NJ 
07863. 

For a list of publicly owned access 
sites on the Delaware River, see the cur, 

rent edition of the freshwater fishing 
issue of the NJ Fish & Wildlife Digest, 
available free at all license agents and 
division offices. 

Another helpful resource is the Wild 
Places & Open Spaces Map. Maps can be 
purchased at the division's Trenton 
office (501 East State Street, 3rd floor) 
or Pequest office (Route 46, Oxford) for 
$3. Or, send your request with a check 
made payable to NJ Div. of Fish & 
Wildlife for $4 per map (includes ship, 

ping and handling) to: Wild Places Map, 
Division of Fish and Wildlife, PO Box 
400, Trenton, NJ 08625,0400. 

A second source is the New ] ersey 
Lake Survey Fishing Maps Guide. This 
publication has maps of many state, 
municipal and county,owned lakes. (Ir 
also includes the Places to Fish listings). 
The maps feature depths, bottom con, 

tours, and structure-the works. Fishing 
tips are offered for many of the lakes and 
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Below: Rodents rule! Surface rats and mouse lures resemble the real thing and are just the 
ticket for weedy suburban park waters. 
© Toni Stefano 

ponds, and there are several articles 
about specific waters. The guide is avail, 

able for $15.28 (which includes postage, 
handling, and NJ sales tax) from New 
Jersey Sportsmen's Guides, PO Box 100, 
Somerdale, NJ 08083 (856.783.1271). 

A third source is the Internet. 
Clicking onto a county or city web site 
should lead you to a listing of its parks or 
park system. Any waters open to fishing 
within the park, or parks, will be listed. 

Yet another source is the local tack, 
le shop. These can be hard to find, what 
with the marts and all, but find one and 
you're on track. These are stores of reli, 
able, up,to,the,minute information on 

local fishing, and you can bet the guy 
behind the counter won't steer you 
wrong in pointing out where the best 
spots are. He wants your business, and if 
he puts you on bass, he hopes that you'll 
become a customer. 

Great Baits 

I'm a firm believer in the KISS 
(Keep It Simple, Stupid) principle when 
it comes to bassin' the 'burbs. A couple 
of spinnerbaits ( 1/8,ounce and 1/4, 

ounce/chartreuse or yellow skirt and a 
gold or copper blade), a half,dozen 6, 
inch plastic worms (black, red shad, or 
pumpkinseed; three 1/0 worm hooks and 
1/4,ounce worm weights), two surface 
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minnow,type plugs (silver/black or 

gold/black), a couple ofJohnson Silver 
Minnows ( 1/4,ounce/silver and gold; a 
couple of 2,inch chartreuse grubs for 

trailers), and a pair of weedless topwater 
plastic rats (yellow, white, black, or gray) 
are all that's needed to bring bass to the 
bank. 

These are what I use, and they all fit 

in two small plastic boxes that go in a 
fanny pack, along with a small point, 
and,shoot camera. A line clipper on a 
lanyard around my neck, and I'm good to 
go. I've seen guys carrying around tackle 
boxes the size of a mini,van, and I've 

noticed these same fishermen changing 
lures every few casts. My experience is 
that if you limit yourself to only a few 
options, you tend to fish each more thor, 

oughly and catch more bass in the long 
run. 

While spinnerbaits, plastic worms, 
weedless spoons, and plugs catch a lot of 
'burb bass, one lure that really comes 
into its own on weed and lily pad cov, 

ered park ponds and lakes is the weedless 
surface plastic rat. Rodents rule on these 
waters! The reason they catch so many 
bass is that you can cast them onto the 
heavy mats of weeds and pads and 
retrieve them without getting snagged. 
When a bass sees one of these things, 
body wiggling and tail wagging, moving 



over the top cover, it looks too real to resist. When the fish sucks down the rat, it sounds and looks like the surface is being flushed 
down a toilet ! It's really something you have to see, and feel, to believe! The PhatRat, Boss Rat, and Moss Mouse should be in every 
suburban largemouth angler's pack. 

I prefer spinning tackle. My 5,foot, 9,inch medium,action Fenwick rod and fin,Nor reel loaded with lQ,lb. test line (I like 
clear/blue Stren for visibility) will handle the baddest of 'burb bass. 

While I certainly anticipate and enjoy a bass fishing excursion to Lake Hopatcong, Budd Lake, Greenwood Lake, Big 
Swartswood Lake or Union Lake U refer to these as New Jersey's Great Lakes), I don't feel deprived if I don't get to them over the 
summer. Those suburban waters are loaded with largemouths and are convenient when time (such as before work) is at a premium. 
Make a few casts in your local park pond. Bet you'll be surprised! 

Toni Stefano is the membership director of the Recreational Fishing Alliance, a 501 ( c) ( 4) nonprofit lobbying organization based in New 
Gretna, NJ and Washington, DC. She is an active fresh, and saltwater angler who especially enjoys largemouth bass, trout, fluke, and 

~p,er fishing_.-----------

Where to Go 
While there are literally hundreds of suburban bass ponds and lakes that provide good to excellent bass fishing, I've found the 

following to be especially good waters. Maybe we'll meet there this summer! (If I've missed your favorite, let New Jersey Outdoors 
know.) 

Atlantic County 

Burlington County 

Camden County 

Cape May County 

Cumberland County 

Essex County 
Gloucester County 

Mercer County 

Middlesex County 

Absecon Pit 
Birch Grove Park Ponds 
Hammonton Lake 
Maple Lake 
Lake Lenape 
Laurel Acres Pond 
Medford Park Ponds 
Pemberton Lake 
Blackwood Lake 
Nash's Lake 
Oak Pond 
Dennisville Lake 
West Pond (and the pond across 
Route 9) 
Davis Mill Pond 
Giampietro Park Pond 
Laurel Lake 
Sunset Lake 
Verona Park Lake 
Grenloch Lake 
Swedesboro Lake 
Carnegie Lake 
Lake Mercer 
Gropps Lake 
Mountain Lake 
Davidson's Mill Pond 
East Brunswick Park Lake 
Farrington Lake 
Lake Manalapan 
Milltown Pond 
Roosevelt Park Lake 
Westons Mill Pond 

Monmouth County 

Morris County 

Ocean County 

Passaic County 

Salem County 

Somerset County 

Union County 
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Deal Lake 
Poricy Pond 
Turkey Swamp Park Pond 
Burnham Park Pond 
Lake Ames 
Mount Hope Pond 
Speedwell Lake 
Lake Shenandoah 
Manetta Lake 
Pohatcong Lake (in Tip Seaman Park) 
Barbours Pond 
Weyble Pond 
Harrisonville Lake 
Maskells Mill Pond 
Rainbow Lake 
Riverview Beach Pond 
Salem Canal 
Best Pond 
D&R Canal (Griggstown to Manville) 
Mefflers Pond 
Millstone River 
Powder Mill Pond 
Spooky Brook Lake 
Lake Lenape Ponds 
Lower Echo Lake 
Milton Lake 
Nomahegan Pond 
Rahway Park Pond 
Surprise Lake 
Warinanco Park Pond 
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Route 70 flows in a stream of black 

pavement banked by the dense green 
and copper forest of the Pine Barrens. It 
is a flying run from Philadelphia to the 
shore through a landscape dry, empty, 

flat, lifeless, deserted and featureless. 
"There's nothing there," they say, 

those people with a cottage rented for 

two weeks on Long Beach Island. "Just 
drive through as quickly as possible. And 

watch out for the deer." How much they 

have missed in their headlong rush to 
the beach. 

This summer ignore advice, and try 

something different. Slow down. Tum 

off Route 70 and onto the sand roads 
winding between the trees. Get out of 

your car. Breathe. Walk. 

What you will see is not dry; ponds 

and streams and reservoirs with gold 
sand beaches are behind that screen of 
green and copper forest. What is there is 
not featureless or barren or lifeless. 

Hundreds of varieties of plants flour, 
ish in the shade and sunshine of a Pine 
Barrens summer, sheltering and nourish, 
ing thousands of creatures that swim, 

crawl, run, and fly in relative peace and 

silence. Join them for a day and you will 

see what others have missed. 

The Pine Barrens can initially 

appear sealed and intimidating. The for, 

est, when seen from behind the wind, 

screen of a car, appears as tightly closed 
and guarded as the mossy plates sheath, 

ing the back of a snapping turtle. Many 

of the sand roads local people travel are 
unmarked on maps and lead to vil, 

lages-now just clearings in the woods

that disappeared a century or more ago. 
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Where to start? How does one pull 

aside that thick green curtain to view 

what lies behind? One village remains 
intact and is an excellent entryway

and introduction-to the Barrens. 

The Door Is Open 

Whitesbog Village lies within 
Lebanon State Forest, just one mile west 

of the intersection of Routes 530 and 

70, four miles east from the center of 
Browns Mills. On both the national and 

state Registers of Historic Places, 

Whitesbog is a cluster of cedaMhingled 

buildings, most constructed in the latter 
part of the 19th century and the begin, 

ning of the 20th century, when the vil, 

lage was the heart of a commercial cran, 

berry and blueberry operation. 
Nestled beneath tall pitch pine, 

black gum, and American holly trees, 
Whitesbog is a carefully preserved testa, 

ment to a time when Italian and 
African,American laborers traveled by 
train from Philadelphia to hand,harvest 
fruit every autumn. It is the surrounding 
property however-the 3,000 acres of 
sand,road,laced forest, heirloom blue, 

berry fields, and both abandoned and 
active cranberry bogs-that makes the 

site much more than a rare and special 

window into New Jersey's agricultural 

history. 

Migratory and nesting birds find 
sustenance and shelter amongst the hun, 

dreds of varieties of aquatic and land 

plants that flourish in this part of the 

Barrens. Far from being a trackless 

wasteland, the Whitesbog Preserve is 
defined by ponds, streams, reservoirs, 

intimate glades, and open expanses of 

abandoned bogs that the forest has yet 

to reclaim. The general store in the vil, 
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Below: Workers' housing 

Bottom left: Whitesbog Village is a great start
ing point for a Pine Barrens trek. 

Bottom right: Indian pipe (Monotropa uniflora) 

lage center, staffed by volunteer docents 
on the weekends, and where maps sug, 

gesting well,marked routes can be found 

at any time, is a good place to start your 
exploration. 

Although you are welcome to bring 
your car as you travel well,maintained 

roads and paths-indeed, for those who 
contend with physical challenges this is 
one of the additional benefits of explor, 
ing the area around Whitesbog Village
consider leaving it in the parking lot. 

Put on a pair of running sneakers or 
walking shoes, feel the subtle cushion of 
packed sand roads and pine needle car, 

pets, bring dogs and children, and 
breathe the scendaden air that sweeps 
out from between stands of moss,blan, 

keted trees and over the open spaces of 
water and bog. 

You could begin your walk in early 
morning or in the late afternoon when 
the sun angles across the horizontal lines 
of open vistas. Then the deep metallic 

colors of the landscape come to fore

bronze in pine needles under your feet; 
pewter on the still or wind,swept reaches 

of ponds; and gold in the fractal light 
that streams through the outstretched 
boughs of white cedar, red maple, scrub 
oak, and pitch pine. 

You could come in the blazing heat 
of a summer day when empty white 
beaches bordering warm, clean, sand, 
bottomed reservoirs invite picnicking 
beside the soft tea,colored water. You 
could come on a clear moonlit night 
when docents from the village lead guid, 

ed walks through a landscape luminous 

in silver. Each season, each time of day, 

has its own unique beauty. 

Flora and Fauna Abound 

Your walk will be edged by hairgrass, 

bushy beardgrass, and switchgrass arch, 

ing in dry counterpoint to the swaying 

rushes feathering the water in irrigation 

channels dug a century and more ago at 

roadside. Delicate pepperbush flowers lift 
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pale spikes above thick serrated leaves. 

The forest rings everything-shades of 
deep green, blue, and black, a tapestry of 
coniferous and deciduous trees. Occa, 

sional isolated pitch pines and red maples 
lean over ponds, their outstretched 
branches reflecting in dark still water. 

The heavy jasmine,tinged scent of 

white swamp azaleas fills the evening air 
in June and July while early summer 
offers showy displays of pink and white 
mountain laurel. Sluice gates and dams 
that once channeled the water for cran, 

berry agriculture now form bridges and 

provide musical accompaniment for the 
walker or runner. 

You will not be alone in your explo, 

rations, although most of your compan, 
ions will have wings or webbed or 
hoofed feet. In the damp sand of early 
morning, deer leave sharp,edged impres, 

sions that trip lightly over the furrowed 
drag marking a musk turtle's crossing 
from one pond to another. The deer, 

coats gone reddish in the summer sea, 

son, are sheltered and quiet, hidden in 
the forest, but the turtle is still in evi, 

dence. 
Look for her. She sits with her 

brothers and sisters, sunning in silent fel, 
lowship, forming a line of wet black 
backs on a half ,submerged cedar log a 
few yards from shore. White egrets and 
great blue herons with sword,blade beaks 
stalk hapless frogs in the shallows. They 
stand on graceful legs-the ballerinas of 
the bog-waiting, waiting, until an 
unwary amphibian glides by. A swift 
stab, an instant of motion breaks the 

stillness, and then all is quiet again. 

Bring a fishing pole; large chain 
pickerel glide in shadows beneath the 

banks of the deeper bodies of water. 

People have been known to hook and 
release thirty or more large thrashing sil, 

ver and green fish in a single afternoon. 

In some old flooded blueberry fields and 

shallow bogs, ducks-mallards, woods, 

blacks-quack and cackle while nesting; 
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sandpipers twitter and rush along the 
edges of reservoirs. 

Farther from the water's edge cot, 

tontail rabbits shelter in dense thickets 
of greenbriar and huckleberry, while in 
the deeper woods gray foxes burrow 
through the shallow topsoil to den in 
the loose sand beneath. The pursuit
but not the killing-of these animals is 
a living tradition in The Barrens. 
Weekend mornings are filled with the 
distant sound of beagles and blue,tick 

hounds reverberating through the woods. 
Above it all, the raptors and scav, 

engers soar. Hawks, turkey vultures, and 
bald eagles scribe great wheeling circles 
above the bogs and forest looking for 

small creatures on the run or for those 
that have stopped running forever. 
Empty? Lifeless? Deserted? The Pine 
Barrens is anything but. 

Preserved for the Future 

Whitesbog Village, with the land 
that surrounds it, is a multi,use area 

managed by the Whitesbog Preservation 
Trust. The non,profit organization has a 
mission to "restore, protect, and 
enhance the land, sites, and buildings at 
Whitesbog and to provide educational 
and interpretative programs about the 
history, culture, and natural environ, 
ment of Whitesbog. 11 

Dog walkers, horseback riders, run, 
ners, sand road dog sled mushers, bird, 
ers, orchid hunters, butterfly and insect 
aficionados, kayakers, canoeists, huckle, 

berry pickers, and those with an interest 

in New Jersey's agricultural history all 

use the area in addition to foxhunters 
and fisherfolk. However, with careful 

management and recreational opportu, 

nities that are spread over thousands of 
acres, congestion or overuse of a particu, 

lar area has never been a problem. 

Whitesbog Village is an excellent 

access point for exploring a part of New 

Jersey all too often missed in the rush 
for the shore. Stop and see it this sum, 

mer. Get out of your car. Breathe. Walk. 
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A Canadian by birth , Karen Larsen grew up in Massachusetts. She taught high school social studies 
and served two years in Bulgaria and Macedonia as a member of the Peace Corps before coming to 
New Jersey to pursue a graduate degree at Princeton University. 

Below: Raccoon (Procyon lotor) 

Bottom: A satisfied taster 

Opposite page: Cedar swamp/ cranberry reservoir 
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'' My classroom is 10 miles long." With arms out
stretched like a fisherman describing the one that got away, Diane 
Bennett,Chase, a full time naturalist with Island Beach State Park, 

defines her working environment. Created by eons of geological 
forces, and molded by ocean currents and winds, the park is one of 

the last surviving examples of an undeveloped barrier island along 
the Atlantic coast. More than 3,000 acres of sand dunes, salt,sculpt, 
ed trees, and green salt marshes make it an ideal outdoor classroom 

for studying an intact coastal ecosystem. 
It is here, on a cool blustery morning, that Diane prepares for 

one of the most important environmental interpretations the park 
offers. Loading provisions into her truck, she explains that a local 
group of students will be arriving to learn the role of the American 
beach grass plant and its tremendous responsibility to the island. 

As a retired elementary school teacher with a love for science, 
Diane volunteered to write interpretive programs at Island Beach. 
Before long, she was hired to guide the summer kayak tours. (See 
Exploring the Tidal Marsh by Canoe, Summer 1996.) Her involvement 

with the educational programs over the years then led to her becom, 
ing the park's full,time naturalist. 

With the truck filled with equipment and supplies, we head for 
the beach. The fast,moving clouds and ominous sound of the waves 
give us a not so subtle indication that the Atlantic is anxious today. 
Driving through a beach access path, we see it. With winds coming 

directly off the ocean at 20 mph, the surf coils and jumps high onto 
the wet beach, precariously close to the primary dunes. It is both 
magnificent and a bit scary. In a landscape where sand and wind are 

the principal actors, we stand for a moment transfixed by the power 

and beauty of the rolling waves. 

The Sand Cycle 

The balancing act between the sand dunes and ocean can be a 
fine line at best. In a perfect world, sand from the dunes is blown out 
to sea during winter storms, creating steep shallow beaches and 
ocean sandbars. From spring to autumn, the ocean waves and tides 
return the sand to shore, establishing long and gradual sloping 
beaches once again. 

The reality of this cycle is that sand can relocate to another 
beach, move far out to sea, or be deposited into the bay. The loss of 
this sand causes permanent changes in beach size and composition. 

Convincing the blowing sand to stay on the island is a full time 

job for Diane and her dedicated staff of volunteers. Armed with 

hundreds of small orange flags, she looks for any chinks in the armor 
of the primary dunes-the first line of defense for the barrier island. 

As we walk along the edge of the dunes, we come across a sec, 

tion that has a gaping 20,foot,wide hole carved through it. Literally 

tons of sand have been blown away, allowing us to see into the sec, 

ondary dunes and thicket community. Created by the storm winds 

and ocean waves, this lack of sand along the primary dune is known 

as a depression. 
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Naturalist Diane Bennett-Chase examines a depression. 

' ' s ee the angle and sharpness of this deptession?" Diane points towards 
the upper section of remaining dune that is a sheer vertical cliff. I ts face is heavily 
scoured with sharp, jagged lines. "This is known as a scarp and it has been carved and 
shaped by blowing storm winds. And now that this dune has been compromised, this 
area of barrier island is especially vulnerable to erosion from future storms-like leav, 
ing the front door of your house open during a driving rainstorm." It becomes evident 
to me that the wind and ocean make no distinction between their treatment of sand 
castles built by summer beach,goers, and the zo,foot high sand dunes standing tall 
next to them. 

We walk through the depression and back into the secondary dunes to see the 
effects of a washover-a condition where the ocean has actually blown through the 
depression and flowed back and into the secondary dunes. Carrying sand and debris, 
the ocean has uprooted plants, rearranged vegetation, and literally changed the land, 
scape overnight. "Some plants can tolerate the salt water, and are conditioned to 
sporadic flooding, but others simply die," says Diane. 

Identifying a specific area at the base of the depression, where the beach grass 
will be the most beneficial, she begins dotting the base (or swale as it is called) with 
her flags. Soon, she has row after row of neatly planted flags waving in unison, signal, 
ing where the beach grass will help heal and re,establish the dune. 

A Coastal Creation Story 

To understand how the barrier island and the sand dunes were formed, we have 
to go back a few years. Well, several thousand years, in fact. More than 50,000 years 
ago, a massive glacier occupied what is known now as Canada and the northern part 
of the United States, including half of New Jersey. During the glacier's advancement 
from the north, it pushed rocks, trees, soil, and anything else in its path as it scoured 
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Bottom: Volunteers plant culms of beach 
grass. 

and reshaped the land. 
During the next 40,000 years, the 

earth began to warm, prompting the gla, 
cier to retreat. The glacial melt caused a 
rapid rise in sea level, and the land that 
was under the enormous weight of the 
glacier rose up, creating the coastal 
ecosystem that we recognize today. 

New Jersey's barrier islands were 
formed about 6,000 to 7 ,000 years ago, 
thanks in part to a low,profile landscape 
and continued sediment buildup from 
moderate offshore currents and tides. 
Then, about 4,000 years ago, when sea, 
level rise slowed considerably, salt 
marshes were formed on the bay side of 
what is now Island Beach State Park. 

During this time, sand dunes were 
forming along the leading edge of the 
ocean. Strong ocean winds moved large 
amounts of sand from the dry section of 
the beach further inland. Along the way, 
established maritime vegetation served 
as stumbling blocks, collecting the blow, 
ing sand around them. Over time, the 
mounds of sand grew and the beginnings 
of the primary dunes were formed. 



Bottom: Children are eager to participate in 
naturalist Diane Bennett-Chase's classes. 

Preserving a Precious Diversity 

With the flags in place, we begin to 
make our way back to the nature center. 
Walking the narrow width of the island 
we pass through the dunes, thicket, and 
forest communities. The change between 

habitats is abrupt, and in only a short 
distance we move from open shifting 
sands, devoid of vegetation, to a dense 
maritime forest of wild black cherry, red 

cedars, American holly, and willow oak. 
To date, there are 395 known plant 
species in the park, including the largest 
expanse of beach heather in New Jersey. 

This remarkable diversity of habitats 
also supports 241 species of wildlife, includ, 

ing the largest colony of nesting ospreys 
in the state. Endangered species of piping 
plovers, least terns, and black skimmers 

complete this list. For park visitors, there 

are two observation blinds located near a 
tidal marsh and a fresh water pond, pro, 
viding excellent opportunities for view, 
ing the island's flora and fauna. 

Back at the nature center, and 
between bites of her lunch, Diane is 
answering the phone, loading more 

Top: Diamondback terrapin (Malac/emvs terrapin) 

Bottom: Least tern (Sterna albifrons) 

beach grass into the truck, answering questions to park visitors, all just before 
responding to an impromptu meeting with a private company wanting to organize a 

volunteer day for its employees. She reappears in time to conduct the presentation on 
beach grass planting. 

Today, Cub Scout Pack 92 and their families are getting a crash course in barrier 
island biology. Pointing to a mural of dune habitat, Diane asks, "Why do we plant 
beach grass?" All the hands in the room go up and there's a unified response of "to pro, 
tect the island!" "That's right!" Holding up an unassuming, scraggly looking stalk of 
beach grass, she declares, "This plant is about to do something amazing-it's going to 
hold that huge pile of sand in place." 

Learning Their Lesson 

Diane explains that the American beach grass (Ammophila breviligulata) is a cool, 

weather plant. Most of its growth and root expansion happens in early spring, making 
March and April the best time to plant the individual stalks, called culms. The grass, 

which thrives in a condition of blowing wind and sand, is planted in the primary 

dunes. The interconnected root system, called rhizomes, begins to spread out and sup, 

port the eveVihifting sands. The more movement and depositing of fresh sand, the 
more the plants are stimulated to grow. In turn, the growing plants and their roots 
stabilize the dunes, allowing more and more sand to be deposited. It's this amazing 

cycle that captivates everyone in the room. 
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American oystercatcher (Haematopus palliates) 

W.h the delivery of an 
infomercial host and the cred, 

itability of a naturalist, Diane 
asks, 11 How many culms are we 

going to plant today ?11 

Shouts of 11 50! 11 and 11 100! 11 

come from the young audience. 
11 More, 11 Diane responds. 
11 300! 11 11 More! 11 

11 600! 11 11 More! 11 

11 1,000?11 

11 Yes! Today, we are going to 
plant 1,000 culms of American 
beach grass. 11 After a demon, 

stration of the proper planting 
techniques and a rally cry of 
11 We have the grass! Do you 
have the power ?11 the kids head 
for the dunes. 

This spring, Diane will teach 

15 different groups the science and techniques used to protect the primary dunes. 
11 It1s not just about getting the beach grass planted, 11 says park superintendent Bill 

Vibbert. 11 lt1s about education. We are providing experiences for young people so they 
will understand the importance of preserving the dunes. They are integral in helping 
to protect the coast. 11 

Managed by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, the park 
offers many interpretive programs about beach ecology to students and other interest, 
ed groups. Staff is available year,round to tailor programs and nature walks to meet 
specific needs and interests. With prior approval, schools and nonprofit organizations 
may reserve an area for independent field study. 

11 Environmental education is the key to protecting our natural coastal resources, 11 

says Diane. 11 People are interested in learning about the island and how they can 
make a hands,on contribution to protect it. 11 

Because We Care 

Meeting the kids at the beach is Frank Mulroony, a retired IBM executive who 

logged 550 volunteer hours in the park last year. Today he is assisting Diane in hand, 

ing out gloves, shovels, and beach grass to the enthusiastic participants. When asked 

why he does this, he responds, "for a love of nature and for the park. I fish here a lot, 

and it's a way I can give back to the natural resources that offer me so much enjoy, 

ment. 11 Frank's spirit of volunteerism is echoed by all who contribute to this extraor, 
dinary place. These people and their resources come in all shapes and sizes. (See 
ORFO Folks, Summer 2001.) 

Wakefern Food Corporation, the distribution arm of ShopRite Supermarkets, 

donated the funds to purchase the 12,000 individual plants from a local nursery. 
11 Participating in the beach grass program is a natural extension to the products and 
services provided from our family,run supermarkets," says Tim Vogel, Wakefern1s proj, 
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ect manager for environmental affairs. 
11 lt1s a chance to show we care about the 
community in which we live and work. 11 

The New Jersey Beach Buggy 
Association, founded at Island Beach, is 
also involved in protecting the park's 
coastal resources. "Each May, our mem, 

bers participate with the nature center 
staff to install fencing along the primary 
dunes, 11 says Bob DeLeonard, the associa, 
tion1s president. "Blowing sand from the 
beach hits the fencing and drops. In less 
than two years, an g,foot,high fence can 

be completely covered with sand. 11 

Like a modern,day Pied Piper, Diane 

leads her students, with shovels and bun, 

dles of grass in tow, up and into the 
dunes. Being careful to walk only in the 

designated planting area, they hike to 

the spot where she has placed her flags. 
As each orange flag is removed, a culm is 
planted in its place. Soon, the flowing 

curves of the dune are accentuated with 
long strings of beach grass. With the sat, 
isfaction of a job well done, everyone 
hikes back to the beach knowing that 
the new plants are already attracting the 

blowing sand. Before long, the efforts of 
these young naturalists will transform 
this landscape, making it hard to recog, 
nize when they return next spring. 

Standing in stark contrast to the 
highly developed shore region, this re, 
silient ribbon of white,sand beach and 
barrier island has much to offer. Within 
the diverse landscape of sand dunes, for, 

est, freshwater wetlands, and tidal marshes 

is an array of plants and animals found 

nowhere else in New Jersey. To learn 

more about these habitats, including the 

geologic processes, animal life, and the 

rich cultural history, a visit to the park's 

Forked River Interpretive Center is a 
must. A highlight of the center is the 
Emily de Camp Herbarium, which sup, 

ports an extensive collection of plant 

species available for hands,on study. 

With activities like swimming, fish, 

ing, biking, horseback riding, birdwatch, 



ing, picnicking, and canoeing, it's easy to 
see why Island Beach State Park is truly 
our greatest coastal treasure. 

As a nature photographer, there is nothing Steve 
Greer enjoys more than being immersed in a 
natural landscape. While his images have been 
published in NJO, this is the first time this 
"photographer who writes" has contributed an 
article. 

To Visit or VOlunteer 
Located in Ocean County, 

between the Atlantic Ocean and 
Barnegat Bay, Island Beach State 
Park can be reached by following 
Route 3 7 east to Seaside Heights. 
Once on the island, follow Route 
35 south all the way to the main 
entrance. The park is open daily 
from 8 a.m. to dusk. On weekends 
and holidays during the summer 
season, the park opens at 7 a.m. 

Through the Volunteers in 
Park (VIP) program, several differ, 
ent activities, including interpre, 
tation and education, are available 
to the public. Volunteers learn 
new skills, meet different people, 
and engage in a variety of envi, 

ronmental challenges. Not to 
mention, it's a lot of fun. 

For more information on the 

many educational programs or 
contributing as a volunteer, con, 
tact Diane Bennett,Chase at 

732. 793.1698. 

Re:f>erences and Resources 
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection www.state.nj.us/dep 

Island Beach State Park www.state.nj.us/dep/forestry/parks/island.htm 

Garden State Preservation Trust www.state.nj.us/gspt 

U.S. Geological Survey www.usgs.gov 

A Naturalist Along the Jersey Shore, by Joanna Burger, Rutgers University Press 

Transformation of a dunescape 
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Mining Memories 
at Sterling Hill 

Article & images by Cindy Ross 

It is with a sense of urgency that we go off to the mineral 
dump of the Sterling Hill Mine, plastic bag for collecting sam, 
ples in one hand, rock pick in the other, safety glasses on our 
eyes. We hurry, as if all the best specimens will be found by 
the rock hound just in front of us. We are anxious to see what 
treasures lie waiting to be claimed as our own. It's like a giant 
Easter egg hunt, only instead of eggs, we're searching for fluo, 
rescent minerals or any rock that looks cool. 

The Sterling Hill Mine, located in the Highlands region 
of New Jersey, is one of the two mines that compose one of 
the world's most famous mining districts. (The other is the 
nearby Franklin Mine, located three miles north in Franklin 
Borough). Of the 3,400 minerals known to man, more than 
10 percent-a world record-are found in the 
Franklin,Sterling area. Three of those minerals-zincite, 
franklinite and willemite-make up an ore body that is 
unique among mineral deposits in all the world. Zincite and 
franklinite were mined here and nowhere else, and although 
willemite is found elsewhere, it is only in limited quantities, 
usually as the alteration product of adjacent zinc sulfide min, 
eralization. 

An extraordinary number of fluorescent minerals-80, 
another world record-are also found in the Franklin,Sterling 
district, making it one of the great areas of mineralogical 
interest in the world. 

The Sterling Mining Museum has been listed on the 
National Register of Historic Sites since 1991, shortly after 
underground mining ceased and the site was opened to the 
public as an educational facility. The museum continues today 
as a non,profit foundation. It is-along with Historic 
Speedwell, Oxford Furnace/ Shippen Manor, Waterloo 
Village, and the Hunterdon Historical Museum-part of a 
Highlands trail of historic sites that tell a remarkable story 
about industry and invention in northern New Jersey. 

The mine was named for William Alexander-recognized 
as the Sixth Earl of Sterling, although he signed all legal doc, 
uments as Lord Stirling-who owned the property from 1761 
to 1776 and attempted to smelt, or refine, the local ores. It 
was not until the perfection of ore,dressing techniques in the 
early 1800s, though, that mining the deposits became eco, 
nomically feasible. The Sterling Hill ore was an aggregate of 
three zinc minerals and relatively pure calcitic marble that 
occurred in various proportions from place to place in the 
deposit. Taken as a whole-if not too much barren wallrock 
was included-the grade of the ore as mined in the latter 
years of production was slightly more than 20 percent zinc. 
However, in the years prior to 1961 the percentage of zinc 
metal in the ore mined ranged between 12 and 18 percent. 

The other zinc deposits of the world are chiefly composed 
of the sulfide sphalerite in various concentrations in limestone. 
Although the grade of ore mined from those deposits is consid, 
erably less (as low as 3 percent zinc), it is much easier and less 
expensive to achieve a high,grade mineral concentrate for 
shipment to the smelter than was possible at either Franklin or 
Sterling Hill. For this reason the Franklin,Sterling ores, despite 
their high grade, were much more evenly competitive with 
other deposits than one would surmise from their high metal 
content. 

Of the two ore bodies in the district, the one at Franklin 
was the larger by a factor of two. It also was more easily and 
economically mined as the ore was more compactly distributed 
in a simple geologic structure. At Sterling Hill the ore 
occurred in a complexly folded band and varied in thickness 
from less than 2 feet to as much as 150 feet. Furthermore, 
while the Franklin ore was fairly uniform in its physical proper, 
ties, the Sterling Hill ore varied greatly in its magnetic charac, 
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Opposite page: Ron Mishkin examines Sierra's 
finds. 

Right: Miners' dirty boots and clothes hang in 
the Zobel Exhibit Hall. 

teristics. The problems of mining, 
milling, and extracting the metal from 
the ore were therefore much greater at 
Sterling Hill than at Franklin. 

Although just about all of the 
Franklin ore body was recovered, the 
same was not possible at Sterling Hill as 
the ore body is bounded by a major brit, 
de fault and overlain by a 1,200,foot, 
deep pocket of wateMaturated mud. For 
a variety of reasons, both operational 
and political, the almost depleted ore 
body became too costly to mine and it 
was closed down and sealed in 1988. 
Nowadays, the three zinc minerals found 
in the Franklin and Sterling Hill mines 
are most famous as curiosities. 

A Treasure Trove 
Inexperienced rock hounds like my 

two children and me cannot tell with 
the naked eye which specimens fluoresce 
and which don't. When we find some, 
thing interesting, we tote it over to Ron 
Mishkin, in his shiny white hard hat, to 
ask his opinion. 

Bryce hands him a smooth pale 
white cylinder. "That's marble, or cal, 
cite, the mineral name. It's shaped that 
way because it came out of a drill core." 

Ron worked underground in various 
mines for 11 years, doing drilling and 
roof bolting. Then he took his passion 
for rocks and returned to school to 
become an engineer, a geologist and a 
historian. Ron can tell a lot about these 
rocks just by looking. 

What we're looking for are the 
famous rocks that fluoresce into electric 
red, orange, yellow, and green. Ron uses 
a portable ultraviolet light (shortwave) 
to see if it's fluorescent. Fluorescence is 
visible light emitted by a mineral or 
other substance in response to ultraviolet 
light. Phosphorescence is the glow you 
will see after the ultraviolet light is 
switched off. We'll see these minerals in 
all their glory at the end of our tour, 
when we're treated to the Thomas S. 
Warren Museum of Fluorescence. In the 
meantime, we're hoping to snag some 
specimens for our very own. 

For $10 on the last Sunday of every 

month between March and November, 
you can hunt for minerals in the open 
mine mineral dump. We are sharing the 
dump with a crowd of eighth graders 
from William Annin Middle School in 
Basking Ridge. Their geology class comes 
to the SterlingHill Mine on three week, 
ends a year with their teacher and chap, 
erones to collect samples and learn about 
geology. A student brings a rock over 
and Ron tries to scratch it. Testing for 
hardness is one way to distinguish which 
kind of mineral it is. He shows us exam, 
ples of the reddish zincite and the shiny 
black franklinite, and we run off to try to 
spot them. There are also pretty crystals, 
garnets, and shimmering mica to find in 
the heaped piles. 

Once we've gotten a fair bag full, we 
carry them over to the weigh station, 
where Richard Hauck, president of 
Sterling Hill Mine, works the scale. It is 
not uncommon to leave with $100 
worth of minerals for your $10. 

The Zobel Exhibit Hall 
This is the first stage of our tour, 

which includes the 4,200,square,foot 
Zobel Exhibit Hall, the underground 
mine, and the Museum of Fluorescence. 
Sterling Hill Mine specializes in school 
group tours and has an extensive field 
trip geared to earth science educators. 
They use it as an introduction to using 
our public lands as outdoor classrooms. 
They are also dedicated to the further, 
ance of mining preservation and scientif, 
ic research. This is exactly the reason 
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Richard and Robert Hauck were inter, 
ested in purchasing the closed mine back 
in 1989. They approached the borough 
officials and asked if they could restore 
the site and create a historical museum, 
thus ensuring preservation of the famous 
Sterling Hill Zinc Mine. The brothers 
culminated their lifelong love for mining 
and mineralogy as custodians of one of 
the most unique geological sites in the 
world. 

After paying a few dollars for our 
mineral treasures, we gather around 
George Chewey, our tour guide, and fol, 
low him into the Zobel Exhibit Hall. 
This building began as the dry house, or 
change house, for the miners, where they 
began and ended their workday. Hanging 
from the ceiling on chains and pulleys 
are 500 baskets containing rubber boots 
with dried mud on them. Dirty cotton 
flannel shirts and pants hang from the 
baskets, looking as though the miners 
pulled them up on the last shift. Miners 
waited days to wash their filthy clothing, 
until they "started walking on their own." 

Rows of metal lockers create aisles 
directly beneath them. Along the far 
wall are showerheads where the miners 
rinsed the muck off themselves commu, 
nally. Everything looks eerily as if the 
men just walked out-which helps the 
visitor begin to imagine life as a miner. 
The rest of the exhibit hall contains 
mining equipment, geological samples, 
and displays that we examine until it is 
time to head into the mine. 

On our way to the shaft, George 
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points out the overhead conveyor belt 
that brought the pulverized crude ore 
down the mountain. An aerial passage, 
way leads from the mill to the shipping 
tanks that tower above us. Here the ore 
was loaded into covered railroad hopper 
cars or, later, trucks bound for the com, 
pany's smelter in Palmerton (PA), where 
it was reduced to zinc oxide and zinc 
metal for use throughout the country. 
While zinc was the chief product derived 
from the Franklin and Sterling Hill ores, 
a by,product, important to the steel 
industry, was an iron,manganese alloy
spiegeleisen-produced from those val, 
ues that were also present in the ore. At 
the close of mining it was estimated that 
there were about 715,000 tons of rock 
containing about 185,000 tons of zinc 
metal scattered in permanent pillars 
throughout the mine. This would not be 
classed as ore since it would not, under 
any circumstances, be recoverable eco, 
nomically. 

Inside the Mine 
We pull on our sweaters as we 

approach the mine's adit door, for it is a 
comfortable cool 56 degrees underground. 
(An adit is a nearly horizontal tunnel 
giving access to a mine.) Our tour will 
stay on one horizontal level, and cover 
only a fraction of the thousands of feet 
of mine tunnels on 25 levels that once 
were accessible. And this tunnel will 
only take us 100 feet under the moun, 
tain, compared to the 2,700 feet of depth 
that the flooded mine once reached. 

George demonstrates the heavy air 
doors that had to be closed in order to 
control the circulation of air through the 
mine. There were two,man compart, 
ments in the steeply sloping shaft that 
took 40 men down at a time on an open 
wooden,stepped flat car called a cage. A 
system of signal bells and hoist signals as 
well as two,way radio communication 
was used to communicate between the 
various mine level stations and the hoist 
operator in a building on the surface. 
Lining the tunnel walls are stored air 
and water hoses and the rock drills. 

Around the comer is the lamp 
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room, where racks of lamps with their 
battery packs are stored. They used to be 
carbide but the safer batteries emit a 
bright broad beam and a spotlight. The 
miners watched their battery level and 
recharged them nightly at the end of 
their shift. 

Self ,rescuers, which contain chemi, 
cals that change carbon monoxide to 
carbon dioxide, are also lined up on 
racks. Fires could start from electrical 
shorts, eating up all the life,giving oxygen 
and producing deadly carbon monoxide 
in short order. Seventy,five men at a 
time worked Sterling Hill Mine. Before 
the last shift was over, back in 1986, 
they were making a base wage of $13 .50 
an hour plus a bonus for production. 

Out in the tunnel, George points to 
the ceiling where steel bolts were drilled 
into place on angles to bolster the solidi, 
ty of the 15 to 20 tons of rock above our 
heads. He takes a rod and rams it into 
the rock sides to illustrate the different 
sounds of safe, solid rock and loose rock. 

How the ore in a 
stope was mined is 
very interesting. The 
A three,boom 
"jumbo" drill made a 
pattern of 70 to 220 
long holes into the 
face of the rock. 
These were loaded 
with explosives-a 
mixture of ammonium 
nitrate (common fer, 
tilizer) and fuel oil, 
primed with a stick of 
dynamite-in which 
an electric blasting 
cap was inserted as a 
detonator. The caps 
were wired into a 
common circuit that 
was set off from an 
electric firing box 
located a safe distance 
from the blast. The 
charges were calculat, 
ed to go off at varying 
fractions of a second 
so that the rock would 
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The old 1860 mine entrance 

blast away from the face as opposed to 
collapsing onto itself. The tunnels, or 
"drifts," were advanced from as little as 6 
or 7 feet to, rarely, 15 feet at a time using 
a single "jack,leg" drill or a single col, 
umn,mounted drill. 

There are life,size figures throughout 
the mine depicting miners loading ore 
cars, working machinery, and so on, to 
give visitors a sense of life underground. 
And George enhances that sense saying, 
"You think you know what dark is," as he 
flicks off the electrical switch. We can, 
not see our hand in front of our face. A 
scary thought if you were depending only 
on your cap lamp. 

Once the lights come on, George 
points out a fault line crack in the wall. 
It is "inactive" however, and will not 
move, making the mine a very safe place 
for us to be. 

The Rainbow Room 
Our next stop is a favorite on 

tours-the Rainbow Room, a little prel, 



ude to the breath,taking display in the 
museum, which is saved for the end. 
Here is part of an old stope, or tunnel 
where ore was actually mined. The 
incandescent lights are switched off and 
when the ultraviolet ones are switched 
on, the gray rock walls of the room sud, 
denly glow with vibrant green, orange, 
red, blue, and purple. A vivid band of 
green fluorescent willemite arches in 
front of you in the shape of a rainbow. 
Another band of red fluorescent calcite 
runs below it. This is representative of 
the actual ore the miners were mining. 

Mineral florescence was discovered 
around the tum of the century, when 
mines were electrified. Sparks from knife 
switches and the mine trolleys emitted 
ultraviolet light revealing the florescent 
quality of willemite and other minerals. 
Miners were known to bring home a few 
minerals in their empty lunch boxes and 
many older miners boast quite a home 
mineral collection of their own. 

Before leaving the Rainbow Room, 
we're told to select a rock from the buck, 
ets to keep as a souvenir. Once again, 
the ultraviolet lights come on and we 
raise our treasures to the light, marveling 
at what it has suddenly transformed into. 
Powdery fragments rub off onto our 
hands and they glow like the rocks. 
"What fun, Momma!" my kids tell me. 

The Warren Museum of 
Fluorescence 

We go out into the daylight of the 
Passaic Pit where George shows us origi, 
nal ore outcrops and where they drilled 
and mined back in the 1800s. Once back 
inside, we tum down a tunnel to see life, 
like figures loading ore from an overhead 
chute into a tramcar. Another is posi, 
tioned by the slusher machine, showing 
how the buckets scraped up the broken 
rock. Yet another figure is loading a drift 
face with dynamite. These figures bring 
the whole mining process to life, espe, 
cially for children. 

Then we descend a slope for 350 
feet to a part of the mine that was mined 
and abandoned in the early 1900s. The 
tunnel is deep, full of water, and omi, 

nous looking-quite a contrast to the 
bright sunlight waiting for us at the end 
of the mine tour. 

I said the best is saved for last and 
we all want to linger in the new Thomas 
S. Warren Museum of Fluorescence. A 
special plastic sheeting is used to create 
viewing windows, behind which is one 
amazing mineral after the other, in 
almost every color of the spectrum. The 
plastic sheeting offers nearly perfect 
transmission of light throughout the visi, 
ble range, combined with near total 
absorption of ultraviolet light. Fluorescence 
is explained in a little more detail so we 
can understand what we are seeing. 

Fluorescence in minerals is a selec, 
tive transformation of incoming ultravio, 
let energy, which is invisible to the 
human eye, into emitted visible light. 
Ultraviolet means "beyond violet," and 
is the name given to that region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum just shorter in 
wavelength (and higher in energy) than 
violet light. Mineral florescence takes 
place when the ultraviolet energy is 
absorbed by a mineral and immediately 
given off as visible light. Florescent col, 
ors are exceptionally vivid and present 
the viewer with an eerie glow of emitted, 
not reflected, light. The emission is 
often confined to a narrow band of light, 
thus yielding pure, intense color. 

Phosphorescence, on the other 
hand, is luminescence that is caused by 
the absorption of radiation at one wave, 
length followed by delayed reradiation at 
a different wavelength. While fluores, 
cent luminescence ceases almost as soon 
as the incident radiation stops, phospho, 
rescence continues for a noticeable time. 

The amazing thing about this muse, 
um is that there are more than 1,000 
pieces on display, with specimens from 
every continent on the planet. There are 
household items, including clothing and 
toys where manufacturers include flares, 
cence to make things "whiter than 
white" and put vivid colors in their inks. 
The highlight is a 3,000,pound geode, 
one of the largest in the world. It came 
to its permanent resting,place via 
Disneyland. An open area reveals the 
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George Chewey at the mine's adit door 

fluorescence inside in the geode. 

Mission Accomplished 
Of course, a trip to the gift shop is 

in store after such a marvelous experi, 
ence. We have a difficult time selecting 
which minerals not to buy, they are all 
so beautiful and interesting. What my 
children really want is a portable (short 
wave) ultraviolet light to make their 
newly acquired minerals come to life. It's 
enough to make rock hounds feel like 
they are in heaven and a newly convert, 
ed one go hog wild wanting to get start, 
ed on the best mineral collection ever. 
This is exactly the mission of the Sterling 
Hill Mining Museum and president 
Richard Hauck-to pass the love of 
geology and minerals to our youth. If our 
level of enthusiasm as we leave Sterling 
Hill, pockets stuffed, was any indication, 
I'd say he is doing a very successful job! 

A sense of having "been there; done that" is 
always infused in frequent contributor Cindy 
Ross's articles , and that's especially true with 

regard to this one . When she was 21 , she was 
one of only 12 women working with 800 men in 
Bethlehem Steel's Grace Mine, an underground 
iron ore mine in Joanna , PA. 
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Tucked into the side of an Appa, 
lachian mountain ridge in Morris Plains 
is Helen and Frank Donn's private two, 
and,a,half,acre garden called Watnong. 

Meaning place of the hills, the name was 
given to the area by the Lenni Lenape, 
native Americans who once lived here. 
Located slightly east of Morristown, it is 
not too distant from Jockey Hollow 
where, in 1777, George Washington's 
troops suffered for survival in the open 
fields. Remarkably, Watnong Gardens 
enjoys a sheltered microclimate where 
moderate temperatures favor the growth 
of a great many ornamental plants. 

These days, a growing number of 
New Jersey garden lovers, as well as trav, 
elers from other states and abroad, come 
to visit Watnong. Many old timers revis, 
iting the place well remember its more 
recent history, the era between the 1960s 
and the mid 180s. The property, then 
called Watnong Nursery, was the home 
and business of Hazel and Don Smith. 
Don had spent the greater part of his life 
as a teacher, principal, and the superin, 
tendent of schools in Parsippany, Troy 
Hills. Upon retirement the couple pur, 
chased a house and an acre of land on 
Watnong Terrace and began to tum 
their casual horticultural interest into a 
compelling search for landscape plants. 

What the Smiths observed through, 
out northern New Jersey, and elsewhere 
on the eastern seaboard, were houses 
being swallowed up by fast growing yews, 
junipers, and other rapacious landscape 
plants. The use of more refined dwarf 
and slow,growing species, which the 

Smiths advocated, was a problem. Where 

were these plants to be purchased? 
To locate these uncommon treasures, 

they traveled all over New Jersey, to 
America's West Coast, and, eventually, 

' to Europe. It was their goal to make the 
plants available, at a price, to knowl, 

edgeable New Jersey gardeners. 
A single rare specimen is always in 

danger of being lost, so Don became pro, 
ficient in propagating stock using seed, 
cuttings, or any other way he could 
devise. Painstaking and scholarly in his 
ways, his methods produced amazing 
results and, as early as 1977, Watnong's 
inventory numbered a remarkable 800 
species. What started as a small business 
grew also-by leaps and bounds. 

It's All in the Neighborhood 

Next door to the Smiths lived 
1 Helen and Frank Donn. Although the 

couple watched all the busy nursery 
1 activities with interest, they were non, 

gardeners and remained a distant but 
respectful social distance from their 

1 neighbors. Many another family would 
have been disturbed by having a business 

1 on their very doorstep, but the Donns 
took it all in their stride. Eventually, 
they developed a warm friendship with 
the Smiths. To their surprise, they even 
began to enjoy the cultivation of a small 
part of their own one,and,a,half,acre 

property. 

locate and return them to Watnong. 
With time and considerable amounts of 
research, Helen and Frank were able to 
obtain reproductions of some of the spe, 
cial dwarf hemlocks, chamaecyparis 
(cedars), spruces, daphnes (laurels), and 
other prized specimens that the Smiths 
had grown. Now, however, the somewhat 
disorderly collection of pots and cans 
and balled and burlapped specimens that 
had been the nursery no longer existed. 
The two lots were transformed into one 
well,designed garden. 

Strolling the Gardens 

Visitors get their first view of 
Watnong Gardens as they look down 
from the drive at a sunken area-a grassy 
space surrounded with beautiful plant, 
ings-retained mostly with rock walls. 
No one lingers here, however, because 
generous, well furnished beds, running 
longitudinally in back of the two houses, 
lie ahead. A series of paths, both paved 
and grassy, invite viewers to follow the 

1 beds stretched out before them. Here 
and there, they curve and broaden to 
fully expose special plant collections. A 
mass of at least 120 different kinds of 
hostas, their colorful scalloped leaves 
stretched out in undulations similar to Just before their deaths in the early 

1980s, Hazel and Don donated many of 
their special collections to botanical gar, 1 

dens, including the National Arboretum 
in Washington, D.C. And then they per, 
formed a remarkable act-they priced 
their property for sale so that their 
neighbors, the Donns, would be able to 
buy it and combine the adjoining prop, 

erties. Helen and Frank were delighted 
with their new purchase. 

waves of the ocean, is among these. 
Garden benches are placed here and 

there, but most visitors saunter further 
up the path, their heads moving from 

, side to side like the spectators at a tennis 
game. Ahead is an unexpected focal 
point-the stationary six,car child,size 
Watnong Choo,choo resting on 2 x 4 
11 tracks 11 in a bed of gravel. Designed and 
built with meticulous care by Frank Donn, 
each car is a realistically painted train As these neophyte gardeners retired 

from their full time employment, they 
too became enthusiastic collectors. It 
disturbed them that many of the Smith's 
prized introductions were now gone from 
the garden, and took it as a challenge to 
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, replica. The cars are fitted with troughs 
in which are displayed miniature conifers 
and alpines. These plants will flourish 
only in this well drained mixture of good 
topsoil, sand, perlite, peat moss or com, 
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The Watnong Choo-choo in mid-summer 

post, and a goodly amount of pea gravel. 
To simulate a cloud of smoke, the 

stack rising above the locomotive is 
planted with a tufted blue grass called 
Festuca glauca. The various freight cars, 
including a planked gondola, hold such 
treasures as a yellow,leafed form of the 
wall campanula, a double flowered 
cranesbill, dianthus with silver foliage, 
and other delicate alpines. A tiny 
Japanese maple (Acer japonica 
'Shishigashira') slowly grows here as well. 
In the end car, the little red caboose, is a 
special cultivar of the Japanese white 
pine, 'Yatsuda pygmea,' that pokes its lit, 
tle head above the other plants. All in 
all, Frank Donn's originality and fine 
craftsmanship, and Helen's selection of 
plants, are a wonder to all who look upon 
the Watnong Choo,choo. 

From Tall to Tiny 

In a far comer of the property grows 
an enormous conifer that is totally unex, 
pected in an East Coast garden. It is a 
blue,gray needled form of the giant red, 

wood, Sequiodendron giganteum. Called 
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'Hazel Smith,' it was selected by Don 
Smith from a batch of Pacific Coast 
seedlings. Surprisingly hardy in northern 
New Jersey, this conifer has now become 
available nationwide from select nurseries. 

At the back of one bed, the visitor 
passes by a shed decorated with old gar, 
dening tools and marvels at the enor, 
mous number of dwarf conifers planted 
everywhere. At last count, there were 
more than 430 different species and cul, 
tivars, and the acquisition list is still 
growing. Those that the Donns prize 
above all others are the result of Smith's 
propagation, especially those taken from 
witch's brooms, the brushy, abnormal, 
closely clustered shoots that infrequently 
appear on conifers. Cuttings or grafts 
taken from this growth frequently result 
in dwarf plants. Smith introduced several 

of these plants, particularly those taken 
from full sized hemlocks, to the public. 

Typical of the dwarf forms he grew is 
the Japanese Hinoki false cypress 
(Chamaecyparis obtusa) called 'Nana.' A 

specimen planted at Watnong in 1969 is 
still only 18 inches high and two feet 
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wide. Even more typical, perhaps, is the 
Donn's white pine with the tiniest of 
leaves. Called 'Ontario,' it has developed 
into a plant only three feet tall in about 
10 years. Home gardeners who grow only 
the Eastern forest white pine, which 
eventually can reach 100 feet, will be 
pleased to learn that even a small garden 
can support 'Ontario' and other slow 
growing species. 

A Splash of Color 

Taking an inventory of all of 
Watnong's holdings seems an impossible 
task, but almost every plant is carefully 
labeled. Besides conifers, the Donns dis, 
play many fine azaleas, rhododendrons, 
and other flowering shrubs. Throughout 
the growing year, Watnong Gardens is a 
spectacle of diverse form and color. 

Probably the best known of all the 
shrubs here is a variegated version of the 
burkwood daphne. Carol Mackie, for 
whom the shrub was named, gave it to 
the Smiths after she found it growing in 
her New Jersey garden. The edges of the 
green foliage look as though they were 
painted with pale, almost white, gold. 

In the early days of his gardening 
efforts, Frank Donn cleared what was 
then a crowded woodlot, leaving the best 
of the native trees as a canopy for the 
shade lovers below. Constant pruning, 
mulching, and management have kept 
them in good condition, and have left 
plenty of spaces for sun lovers. 

Standing alone at the far end of the 
garden is a specimen small tree, the dis, 
sected leaf Japanese maple (Acer palma, 
tum disectum 'Watnong'). It is now about 
12 feet tall with a spread of at least 20 
feet. During the summer, this beautifully 

shaped tree has leaves of green and red; 
by early fall, they tum a vivid cardinal 
red. Another rare specimen is the golden 
moon Japanese maple (Acer japonica 
aureum), which is very difficult to grow 
in most North Jersey gardens. Its yellow 
leaves are breathtakingly lovely. 



Japanese maple (Acer Japonica aureum) or golden moon 

A Korean dogwood cultivar, (Camus kousa 'Gold Star') is 

another standout at Watnong because of its variegated green 
and golden foliage. The Donns also prize their dove tree 
(Davidia involucrate) with white bracts that resemble little 
handkerchiefs ('pocket handkerchief tree' is another of its 
common names). They have not neglected native Americans 
either, and cherish their rare plume tree, Elliottia racemosa, 
which is uncommonly found in South Carolina and Georgia. 

Soothing Sounds of a Babbling Brook 

Directly in front of the Smiths' old home, now the resi, 

dence of Helen's sister, is the raised rock bed that the Donns 
rebuilt from an earlier Smith effort. The surface is nicely 
planted with diminutives, as are some chinks in the wall. A 
23,year,old miniature that Hazel Smith planted in a tiny crack 

between two rocks has grown only fractions of an inch each 
year. Called 'Berkshire,' it is the common European or Asian 
juniper in diminutive form. 

When the entire garden has been surveyed, guests usually 

take their ease on comfortable patio chairs near the house. 

However, if they are gardeners themselves, their eyes can 
scarcely rest because adjacent to them is a pool of recirculated 
water that emerges higher up in the rocky bed to simulate an 
ever,flowing brook. On its lowest level, the brook cuts through 
a berm on which are planted many dwarf conifers with creeping 
perennials as their companions. Within the pool are moisture 

, loving irises and a light covering of water lettuce (Pistia stra, 
tiotes). The statue of a fisherboy, line dangling over the goldfish, 
sits on the ledge. 

The remarkable thing about Watnong Gardens is that only 
two people plant and maintain it, a time,consuming endeavor 

1 of inspiration and endurance. As if this were not enough, the 
Donns are both active participants in the Watnong Chapter of 
the North American Rock Garden Society which, incidentally, 
was founded many years ago by the Smiths. And in recent 
years, both Helen and Frank have also become ardent members 
of the Tri,State Hosta Society. They hold offices in both organ, 
izations and, between their collecting forays and garden activi, 
ties, they freely contribute both plants and information to inter, 
ested club members. 

Watnong's reputation has increased to the point that 
, scarcely a week goes by during the growing season when one 
' group or another does not find its way to this garden. The 
, Donns accept visitors by appointment only, with no fee 

required, and are always on hand to answer the questions of 
others with horticultural inclinations. If you want to visit, tele, 
phone them well ahead of time, but don't expect to emulate 
these extensive holdings. Although Helen and Frank began this 
project when they were both in their mid,fifties, not many gar, 

deners would be able to produce such complexity in an entire 
lifetime. 

Ruby Weinberg is a long time gardener and landscape designer who 
occasionally writes for horticultural periodicals . She is now working on 

The Garden Reborn, a book about garden renovation . She lives with 
her photographer husband Martin at Frog Pond Farm, where they have 
developed gardens on their 6,acre property . 

Contact Information 

Watnong Gardens 
2379 Watnong Terrace 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

Phone: 973.538.8633 
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Article & images by Cindy Ross 

As soon as we dip our kayak paddles 
into the water and push off into the 
Delaware River, I am struck by its phe, 
nomenal clarity. On the river bottom, I 
see long green grasses combed straight by 
the current. Fish swim in holes amidst 
rocks. Freshwater mussels and clams lie 

nestled in the crannies. No matter how 

deep the water, we can easily see the 
bottom. I've witnessed this kind of clari, 

ty on wild trout streams in the moun, 

tains of Pennsylvania, but the Delaware 

is considered Big Water which, in the 

East, usually means pollution and dams. 
The 330,mile Delaware, however, is 

the only major river on the eastern 

seaboard that is unshackled by dams. 

There are few big factories and power 

plants. All this translates into clean, 
clear water. 
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This is only part of the reason my 

family and friends chose to paddle 10 
miles of this National Scenic River that 
creates the border between New Jersey 
and Pennsylvania. The other is the fact 
that it is an excellent choice for begin, 
ner canoeists or, in our case, young chil, 
dren in tow. There are no difficult rapids 
on the stretch that lies within the 

Delaware River National Recreation 

Area. A few riffles pop up for fun, but it 
mostly boasts glass,smooth water. And 

the scenery is stellar on this stretch, di, 

maxing with the magnificent Delaware 

Water Gap at the end of the day. 

Our family of four paddles two 
Northwest Tandem Kayaks, virtually 

indestructible plastic boats with two 

cockpits. My husband Todd and I each 

take a child in the front while we cap, 

tain from the stem. This way, the little 

ones can assist at paddling if they so 
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desire, or kick back and watch the pass, 

ing scenery, wonder, sing. We put in at 
Depew Recreation Site on the east side 
of the river, and will take most of the 
day, with breaks, to reach our destina, 
tion, Kittatinny Point Visitor Center in 
the Gap itself. River access points are 
conveniently located every 8 to 10 miles 
along the 40 miles in the park for easy 

day trips. 

A Chunk of Heaven 

The Delaware Water Gap National 

Recreation Area was established in 1965 

when Congress secured almost 70,000 

acres of land in Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey to preserve this relatively 

unspoiled natural and historic area for 

public use. When you consider that this 

chunk of heaven is wedged between two 

of the nation's biggest metropolitan areas 

and that this valley is relatively empty of 



Sierra spends her paddling break seining for 
minnows. 

development, it1s no wonder that it1s a 
prime recreational refuge. 

To be designated as a National 

Scenic River under the Wild & Scenic 
Rivers Act, a river must remain undevel, 
oped, preserved in its free,flowing condi, 
tion, and protected for future genera, 
tions. Its surrounding environment must 

also possess resources of outstanding 

quality, including scenic, geological, 
recreational, fish and wildlife, and his, 

toric and cultural resources. The mighty 

Delaware fits the bill in every category. 

A white egret flies down the center 
of the river, spooked off its fishing post 
by our kayaks. Kingfishers dart and dive, 
providing riverside entertainment. There 

are nesting bald eagles on the river that 

the rangers advised us to keep an eye out 
for. Sightings of the American bald eagle 

are becoming more frequent as this 
endangered species makes a comeback 

along the upper and middle Delaware. 

Thirteen pairs were identified in 1999. 

Their nests are located on the Upper 
Delaware, but their fishing grounds 
encompass a large territory. 

More than 250 species of birds are 
known to be present in the river area. 

The valley is an important segment of 
the Atlantic flyway for migratory birds 
and provides cover and space for breed, 
ing and nesting. Although we spot no 
eagles, the numerous turtles sunning 
themselves on rocks and protruding 
sticks are a happy substitute as far as our 
nature, loving kids are concerned. 

A Bit of History 

We dip our paddles in the silvery 

water and get into a comfortable rhythm. 
This mode of transportation has been 

enjoyed for centuries on the Delaware, 

dating back to the Lenni Lenape. These 

Native Americans traveled the river in 

dugout canoes hollowed out of a tree 

known in early times as the canoe tree. 

They built longhouses all along the river, 

tilled the same fields that are being 

worked today, and hunted these same 
woods that are still so rich in game. 

Little has actually changed since those 
early times, for much of the landscape 

here retains the same rural flavor. 

The Lenape lodges are gone but 
their artifacts remain as evidence. And 

the dugouts no longer ride the river, but 
the tree species from which they fash, 
ioned them still thrives in great num, 

bers. Only its name has changed-from 
canoe tree to tulip tree or yellow poplar. 

Instead of canoes, however, we have 
chosen kayaks to experience the river. 
Something magical happens when you 
put people into a kayak for the first time, , 
even if they1ve paddled a canoe before. 

as we float by. Because the Delaware1s 

water is so clear, and fish are abundant, 

she has a hard time contributing to the 
paddling. She just wants to fish. 

Sport fishing is very popular on the 

Delaware. Approximately 55 species of 

fish inhabit the Delaware and the area1s 
streams. One of the neatest things about 
this river is that it gets ocean,run fish in 

fresh water. Shad come up the river from 

the Atlantic Ocean every spring in order 
to mate. Then the schools of shad fry 
head for the ocean in the fall attracting 
striped bass, who knock the youngsters 
unconscious with their powerful tails. 
There are also catfish, walleyes, and 
muskies to entice the angler, be it spin or 
fly,fishing. But minnows are all Sierra 

The water is so close because you 
actually sit in it. Your hands can reach 
out and touch it. You feel as though you 
are moving with the water like a cupped 
leaf floating on the surface, cruising with 

the current. My son Bryce says you feel 

like a duck. 

· longs for. 

A Break for Fishing 

My daughter Sierra, who is my part, 

ner today, cannot tear her eyes away 

from the water. She sits, fishing net 

poised in hand, ready to nab a minnow 
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When we stop for a break on Tocks 
Island, she immediately takes off for the 
shallows in hot pursuit, never minding 
her previous need for a snack. Children 

need to get out of boats about every 
hour, more out of boredom than any, 

thing else, for their attention span is 

much shorter than that of an adult. The 

important thing to remember is that 

speed and covering distance is not nearly 

as important as noticing the things along 
the way. 
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A Threat Defused 

Tocks Island was the site of a very 
controversial project back in 1962, for 
here the free,flowing Delaware was 

scheduled to be plugged. Congress 
authorized construction of a dam that 

would have flooded much of the 
Walpack Valley and created a 3 7 ,mile 

long reservoir that would back up almost 

to Port Jervis. 
It was bitterly fought by conserva, 

tionists, who believed it would destroy 
the beauty of the Delaware River. The 
conservationists won and, because of 
this, the National Park System has been 

entrusted to see that the middle segment 
of the Delaware is managed as a free, 

flowing river with minimum impact 

along its shoreline. Part of its designa, 

ti on as a National Recreation Area 

meant many riverside houses were lev, 
eled and banks were restored to a primi, 

tive condition-a state the river had not 
enjoyed for years. 

There are nine camping sites on 
Tocks Island that are strictly limited to 
boaters who are traveling from one 
access point to another. The park service 
provides steel fire grates, and some sites 
feature latrines; other than this, the sites 
are primitive. Campers are limited to a 
one,night stay at each area. An excel, 

lent river map is available showing all 
access points, beaches, and campsites. It 
provides overnight trip suggestions to help 
paddlers/campers plan their adventure. 

Today, we only have time for a day 

trip, unfortunately, but we've seen 

enough already to know we want to 

return to the Middle Delaware for an 

extended paddle. That's when you really 

get to know the pulse beat of a river

sleeping with it, seeing it at sunset and 

at dawn. 

A Melange of River Folk 

As the sun climbs high in the after, 

noon sky, more river people-in inner 
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tubes and boats rented from one of the 
many outfitters in the area-appear. A 

motorboat carrying two uniformed park 
rangers passes by. In a few moments they 
kill its motor to check on a canoe of 
teenage boys just ahead. They are fined 

for not having life jackets on board. (It's 

not mandatory that you wear one unless 
you are under the age of 12, but you 

must have a properly fitted life jacket on 
board for each occupant.) It seems 

strange to see law enforcement on a 
river, a symbol of freedom, but we are in 
a national recreation site and rules must 
be enforced for everyone's safety. 

Motorboats must keep their speeds 

to 10 mph except for the Smithfield 
Pool area and Price's Landing Pool. 
Water skiing is allowed in these deeper 

waters, so paddlers are directed to the 

west side of the river, kept separated and 

safe by buoys. The kids enjoy watching 
slalom skiers speed and jump over their 
wakes. 

The sound of the motorboats' 
engines is suddenly challenged by anoth, 

er motor, this time coming from the sky. 
Gas powered motor airplanes dip and 

dive in the sky as they perform tricks, 
their radio operators hidden in the for, 
est. These are not the typical entertain, 
ment, but all add to the personality of 
the Middle Delaware. 

Past and Present Glories 

As we get closer to the Gap, more 
islands fill the river, stretching it wider 

as it skirts around the land. We hug the 
eastern arm, the wider and straighter of 

the two. A stiff afternoon headwind has 

picked up, counteracting our good 

progress. But these islands provide a 
break and narrow the river to an inti, 

mate width. Both shores can be easily 

seen and we love the close views of the 

birds, geese, and trees along the riverbank. 
What knocks our socks off, though, 

is the sight of the approaching Gap. You 
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see the wall of mountain, in the dis, 

tance, looking blue and ethereal. After 

we hoot it up through the day's only set 
of riffles by the I,80 bridge, we focus on 

the dramatic cleft in the Kittatinny and 
find it difficult to pull our eyes away. 

Since the 19th century, the 
Delaware Water Gap has attracted visi, 

tors from all over the world, from 

American landscape painters who came 

to capture the extraordinary scenery to 
businessmen and their families aiming to 
escape the city heat. They arrived via 
railroad to stay in one of the dozens of 
resort hotels that sprang up to serve 
thousands of visitors. These well,to,do 

vacationers would spend their entire 
summer enjoying the natural beauty, out, 

door activities, amusement parks, and 
dance halls in the area. Once roads 

improved and air travel opened up the 

world, the resort business declined and 
whole,season vacationers were replaced 
by weekend travelers like us. The air 

quality is still invigorating, however, and 
the scenery of the water gap, once pro, 
moted as the world's eighth scenic won, 
der, is just as grand. 

Nature's Handiwork 

One of the things that make this spot 
so impressive is the force of power that 
created it in the first place. It was a level 
plain until the land uplifted and eroded to 
form ridges and valleys. An ancient river, 
whose waters originated near what is now 

Trenton, flowed backwards towards the 
Kittatinny Ridge. The river found the 
point where the rock was weak and frac, 

tured, and cut through to establish the 

present course of the Delaware. It contin, 

ued to cut downward, widening the small 

cleft into the mile,long chasm that the 

Delaware Water Gap is today. Then, 
about 20,000 years ago, a continental gla, 

cier of thick ice extended south into 

Pennsylvania near the Gap, exaggerating 
the gorge even more. 



When our canoes enter the tight "S" 

curve, our jaws drop open. The dark 

green wall of a mountain looms startling 
close, rising directly out of the river and 
1,200 feet above us. The ridge on the far 
side of the gap imposes onto the river 
too, pushing and crowding the flowing 
waters. We have a hard time pulling our 
eyes away from it; we are so captivated 

that we neglect checking the river ahead 

For More Information . 
Visit www.nps.gov/dewa 

for rocks or any other hazards. 

But oh, here is the Kittatinny Ridge 
takeout point and our waiting vehicles. 

We linger in our boats in the still sides 
of the river, just gazing about, very reluc, 

tant to end the day. 
The beauty of the Delaware Water 

Gap is that the show always goes on. We 
can return in any season, hike the steep 

sides on the famous Appalachian Trail 

for a stellar view, or climb aboard a 
canoe or kayak and experience it per, 

haps the best way, floating down the 
mighty Delaware. 

Although Cindy Ross lives in Pennsylvania, she 
and her family frequently enjoy New Jersey's 
natural and historic attractions. Some that she 
has written about for New Jersey Outdoors are 
Island Beach State Park, Liberty Science Center, 
and Bats to Village. 

Write to, or call, the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area (Bushkill, PA 18324,9999; 570.588.2451). 
Ask for the river guide, which will list all the access points, campsites, mileage between points, rules and regulations, and 

more. (We put in at the Depew Recreation Site located off of Old Mine Road on the Jersey side of the river. Reach it by traveling 
north of the Kittatinny Point Visitor Center parking lot. To get to the Kittatinny Point Visitor Center, go west on Interstate 80 to 

Exit 1. Turn left at the end of the exit and go back under the highway; the center will be on your right.) 

Also ask for their canoe livery sheet, which lists more than a dozen commercial outfitters who can help you with shuttling 
and rentals. A sheet listing commercial campgrounds and state parks in the area also is available. 
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Article & images by Pete McLain 

Imagine two grown women chasing, 
catching, and tagging thousands of 
monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) 
from September to mid,October in Cape 
May County. One may ask, why? 

The answer is that these two women 
were part of the New Jersey Audubon 
Society1s Cape May Bird Observatory 
Monarch Monitoring Project. Under the 
direction of Richard Walton, they stud, 

ied the annual behavior of the most 
familiar butterfly in the United States 
and, possibly, the world. Millions of 

these beautiful insects winter roost in 
the mountains of Mexico and millions 
more-those living west of the Rocky 
Mountains-winter in coastal southern 
California. 

With the first warm breath of spring 
air, the butterflies come to life and begin 
to leave Mexico and head north, 
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leapfrogging into the United States and 
Canada. Some may fly 2,500 miles to lay 
their eggs only on the milkweed plants 
along the way. Then they die. 

The offspring that hatch from the 
eggs pass through various stages to 
become adult butterflies; they are a mar, 
vel of the metamorphosis development 
process. Some monarchs develop from 
the larvae to adult in less than two 
weeks, and often they may require sever, 

al weeks to pupate, depending on the air 
temperature. The larvae molt several 
times before emerging in the spring and 
summer as beautiful butterflies. 

From August through November, 
they travel south over the United States. 
Some may cross the Gulf of Mexico, but 
the majority follow the Gulf coastline 
over Texas to Mexico. How an insect 
weighing from .5 to 1.0 grams can make 
this annual migration has baffled the sci, 
entific community for years. 



Researchers have long studied and observed 
the monarch's annual migration, but there were, 
and still are, many unanswered questions about this 
insect's biology. Towards this end, Walton and Dr. 
Lincoln Brower developed what is now known as 
the Monarch Monitoring Project. Staff and volun, 
teers working on the project observe, tag, and 
count populations as they follow the monarch's life 
cycle. Their work has added materially to our 
knowledge of this natural resource, and has provid, 
ed for a better understanding of the world of ani, 
ma ls. 

Research under the Monarch Monitoring 
Project is sponsored by the New Jersey Audubon 
Society's Cape May Bird Observatory. It takes place 
in the area of Cape May State Park, an intemation, 
ally known migratory bird observation site where 
butterfly watching has also become popular with 
area residents and tourists. 

The 2001 Effort 
Last year two women, project coordinator 

Louise Zemaitis and field technician Christina 
Kisiel, along with a few volunteers working with 
the bird observatory, spent seven days a week from 
September through October roaming around the 
tip of Cape May County. With butterfly nets in 
hand, they scooped the butterflies off goldenrod, 
milkweed, and a handful of other flowering plants 
growing both wild and in butterfly gardens cultivat, 
ed by local residents. 

From daylight to dark they walked or rode 
bicycles on their established routes, managing to 
catch and tag more than 6,800 monarchs. Vital 
information, such as weight, length, sex and other 
data, was collected on representative samples of the 
butterflies tagged. 

Walton and Zemaitis conducted three daily 
five, mile road census counts of butterflies observed. 
These counts have provided some new information 
on the annual trends of the migrating butterfly 

population. 
The average number of butterflies counted per 

hour on the census routes is the figure used to com, 
pare annual populations of the fall migrating mon, 
archs. In 1999, ·an average of 328 monarchs were 
counted per hour of observation. A banner year! 

The butterfly tagging program consisted of 
placing a small waterproof numbered white paper 

A long-handle butterfly net is the main tool for catching butterflies. 

Two wing-tagged monarchs 
feeding on goldenrod 
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Above: Goldenrod is one of the major plants 
on which migrating monarch butterflies feed 
in New Jersey and other states. 

Right: Butterfly larva will feed on milkweed 
leaves for 14 days before developing into a 
chrysalis. 

Below: A butterfly chrysalis will develop into 
an adult butterfly in 5 to 19 days. 
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tag, weighing only one one,hundredth of 
a gram and carrying a request to return 
the tag to the Monarch Project if found, 
on the monarch. To tag a butterfly, the 
researchers carefully remove a few scales 
on the leading edge of the butterfly's 
wing and apply the self,affixing tag, 
which in no way interferes with the but, 
terfly's flight. 

When the first northwest wind brings 
the temperature down to less than 50 
degrees Fahrenheit in Cape May County, 
it forces the monarchs to head south 
toward Florida and along the Gulf of 
Mexico coast to their 10,000,foot,high 

wintering area near Mexico City. Here 
the butterflies gather in great masses on 
the tall trees. 

The monarchs pass the winter months 
in great clusters in a semi,torpid condi, 
tion. They will become active in late 
February and March when the air warms. 
Then they'll begin their northern migra, 

tion to the United States and Canada, 
where they'll breed, lay eggs, and produce 
the next generation of butterflies. 

Much of the biology of the monarch 
is generally understood, but there are 
many questions yet to be answered. The 
Monarch Monitoring Project is striving 
to fill some of the voids by gathering 
data related to annual censuses of 
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monarch populations, migration routes 
to Mexico, what percentage may cross 
the Gulf of Mexico, and a number of 
physical and chemical properties of the 
monarchs. 

Public education and information 
presentations are another major goal of 
the Monarch Monitoring Program at the 
observatory. During the fall butterfly 
migration, public butterfly tagging 
demonstrations are given five days a 
week at the Cape May State Park at Cape 
May Point. 

The cycle of the monarch butterfly, 
as it is known today, is three to five gen, 
erations a year. The generation that 
emerges in late August to October 
migrates south and may live up to eight 
months. The other generations may live 
only six weeks. When the Mexico win, 
tering butterflies return to the United 
States in the spring, they lay their eggs 
and die. These eggs emerge as adults, lay 
eggs, and also die in six weeks. This 
cycle may repeat itself four or five times 
during the summer. The butterflies that 
emerge in August to October are the 
only ones that live beyond six weeks. 

Butterflies protect themselves from 
predators by extracting a chemical poi, 
son from the milkweed plant. Predatory 
birds, small mammals, and other insects 
find the extract unpleasant to the taste, 



and quickly learn to ignore both the caterpillar and the 
adult butterfly. 

The life of the beautiful monarch butterfly is literally 
short and sweet. But during its lifetime it manages to pro, 
vide for future generations of butterflies for us to enjoy 
during their migratory passage. 

Pete McLain, a prolific outdoors writer from Toms River, has written 
frequently for NJO. His most recent contribution, A Saltwater 
Angling Primer , appeared in the Fall 2001 issue. 

An Unprecedented Disaster 

The American monarch butterfly population 
wintering 50 miles northwest of Mexico City suffered 
an unprecedented natural disaster in January of this 
year. A heavy rain, followed by freezing tempera, 

tures, caused the demise of an estimated 2 70 million 
monarchs that had been roosting in massive clusters 

in tall fir trees. 
Christina Kisiel, who spent five days studying 

the disaster as a member of Dr. Lincoln Brower's 
expedition from Sweet Briar College in Virginia, is 
shown above lying in a foot,deep pile of the dead 

butterflies. 

$or More Information 

Four Wings and a Prayer (Sue Halpern) 

Chasing Monarch Butterflies (Bob Pyle, Houghton 
Mifflin Company) 

www.monarchwatch.org 

Top: Public education is an important aspect of the butterfly pro
gram. Five days a week in September and October lectures are given 
on butterfly tagging at the Cape May State Park Nature C~nter. 

Bottom: This map shows the monarchs' wintering sites in Mexico. 
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• Article and woodcuts by K. S. Fertig 

Abopt 8 years ago, I was introduced to birdwatching by 
Ken, a friend of mine who is a passionate, intense, and enor, 
mously fun birder. His enthusiasm is infectious. He loves the 
cl;ase, will hop on a plane at a moment's notice to race 
across the country for a rare sighting, and travels the globe 

for a "lifer" (a bird he has never before seen). He once told 
me that he thought hunting is man's natural instinct and bird, 
watching a form of that; stalking and searching and listening 

and standing still for interminable periods of time. 
As a matter of fact, I met someone who used to hunt but 

stopped to become an amateur photographer instead. Birds 
have become his favorite subject. Now he mounts his camera 

onto hts empty rifle, dresses in fatigues, and goes out and 
"shoots" the birds. 

Ken took me on my first birdwatching expedition. It was to a 
Neotropical migrant hotspot, where more than 230 species 

haJ been recorded: the Palmyra Refuge in Burlington 
County. (Editor's Note: See "Burlington's Ugly Duckling 

' ' Story" in NJO's Winter 2001 issue.) Much of that 
day, however, is one big blur. We were out for 
four hours-not a lot by a birder's standards, but 
enough for me. I was totally overwhelmed. Ken 
listed the different birds we saw. It was a banner 
day-80 species! 

I remember five . Maybe. 

What I do remember is walking down a 
path in the middle of the woods and little dark 
things darting over our heads with the speed of 
light. I remember twitchings in the brush, micro, 
scopic movements of leaves, momentary flashes of 
silhouettes against the sun and Ken calling out, 
"Look! Connecticut warbler! ... There-a 
Nashville warbler! ... Over there-winter 
wren!" and I saw ... nothing. 
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I figured he was making this stuff up. 

As we walked down a path Ken 
would halt in mid,stride and yell "Stop!" 

and I'd freeze in mid,stride also. Then 

he'd point, and I'd twist my torso 

towards where he was pointing, legs still 
glued to the spot, afraid to shift my 
weight for fear of precipitating the bird's 
flight. Sometimes I thought that I saw 
something, but by the time I could get 
my binoculars fixed on the movement I 

had seen with my naked eye, that bird 
was long gone. 

Ken taught me that the most impor, 

tant element of birdwatching is patience. 
What birder isn't familiar with the phe, 

nomenon of walking down a wooded 
pathway or road and as you look up 

ahead of you, whole congregations of 
birds are flitting about and flying across 
the road or hopping from bush to bush, 
but when you reach that point, where did 
they go? You turn and look from whence 
you came, and they're all behind you. 
Flitting and flying and hopping. La,dee,da. 

But birds are curious about us too, 
and if we are patient and wait, very often 

they will seek us out and comfortably 
settle in, going about their business with 
us as happy witnesses. 

The best thing about that first day 
was running into a group of people band, 
ing birds. At that time, the Palmyra 
Refuge hadn't been designated as such 
yet and research was being conducted on 
species diversity and quantity. Mist nets, 
which look a little like badminton nets 
but are made of very fine, almost invisi, 

ble, nylon thread, had been erected to 

catch the birds. 
The researchers were kind and eager 

to show us their work. Tom Bailey, a key 
figure in fostering the development of 

the refuge (it is nicknamed Bailey's 

tract), demonstrated how to weigh the 

bird, look for a brooding patch by blow, 

ing on its breast, and band it with a 

teeny numbered metal band around its 

leg. The band, which aids in research 

about the bird's territory, migration 

habits and life span, is marked with a 

serial number a~d an 800 number or an 
address. 

And then he handed the bird to me 
to release. It was a Swainson's thrush
so small, soft, and warm in my hands, 
incredibly light and delicate. It took my 
breath away. I wanted to hold it forever 

but when I gazed through my fingers I 
could see it was quivering a little from 
fear. I opened my hands. With the light, 

est touch against my palm, it was gone, 

effortlessly taking wing. 

Though I was exhausted by the time 
my day ended (I left and Ken continued 

for another four hours), I was hooked. It 
wasn't the specific birds I saw that 

hooked me; it was the awakening of a 
new experience. (Actually, it was the 
mist net-I had walked straight into it.) 

How had I gotten this far in life and 
never been conscious of the diversity 

and numbers of these avians all around 
us? I can't imagine my life without birds; 

without the pleasure of waking up to 
their morning songs. Or watching their 

great numbers migrating through. Or the 
thrill of hearing an unfamiliar bird song. 
Or feeling like a foster parent when they 
raise their young in my nesting boxes. Or 
witnessing, as I did just yesterday, the 
morning sun illuminating the red of the 
scarlet tanager as it sat on my birdbath. 

A new world has revealed itself and, 
like the Swainson's thrush, I've been 
freed. 

K. S. Fertig is a freelance writer and fine art 
painter who lives in Pemberton. Her pastel ren, 
dering of the red knot appeared on the inside back 
cover of New Jersey Outdoors' Winter/Spring 
2002 issue. 
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Article & images by Glenn F. Harbour 

here are hidden riches to be found in several of Monmouth County's better,known freshwater streams. What one is 

prospecting for in these innocent looking bottomlands, though, is not gold or buried loot, but a different kind of treasure: 

fossils. 

For more than 40 years, amateur and professional paleontologists have been aware of these ancient troves of teeth, bones and 

shells. In fact, locations in eastern Monmouth and one site on the Monmouth, Burlington border have earned worldwide recogni, 

tion for Cretaceous period fossils. 

These fascinating prehistoric relics are available for local residents to collect and most of these creeks are no more than an 

hour's drive from anywhere in New Jersey. 
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BP P ht p. Sea 

Seventy,five million years ago, when 
dinosaurs still walked the Earth and fly, 
ing reptiles filled the skies, lower New 

Jersey was covered by an inland ocean 
that split the North American continent 
in half. The Cretaceous Interior Seaway 
flowed as far northeast as the future 
Garden State. In the west it bordered 
modem Montana, reaching its other 
extremes in the arctic and today's south, 
em Mexico. 

This waterway's shallow depth 
(averaging 300 feet or less), and its close 
proximity to coastal areas, allowed it to 
teem with a great diversity of life. Some 
of the inhabitants of this underwater 
menagerie resembled images right out of 
science fiction while others would be 
easily recognizable today. 

At the top of the food chain were 
huge marine reptiles with voracious 
appetites such as plesiosaurs and 
mosasaurs. These can best be described 
in lay terms as giant lizard,like creatures 
with short or long necks. Turtles includ, 
ed archelons (hard shell) and trionyx 
(soft shell), which could weigh in at 300 

pounds. Sharks, although they had not 
yet evolved to their current large sizes, 
were very prolific-and just as lethal as 
their descendants. 

Bony fish of every stripe swam this 
extinct sea, including a small fish with 
huge fangs (Enchodus ferox), a primitive 
ray (Brachyrhizodus wichitaensis), and a 
species of ratfish. Some bottom fish that 
fed on crustaceans such as crab and 
shrimp had crushing grinders and drum 
teeth that are easily found today. 
Bivalves by the billions supplied many 
other denizens of the deep with suste, 

nance, while these shellfish consumed 
even smaller organisms. 

On the land, dinosaurs (including 
hadrosaurs, duckbilled herbivores, and 
dromaeosaurs, meat eaters) hunted and 

were hunted. The king of New J ersey1 s 

extinct carnivores, the marine lizard 
Mosasaurus maximus, was fully capable of 
snatching an unsuspecting dinosaur from 
the water's edge and devouring it whole. 

So the cycle of life and death con, 

tinued until the Cretaceous period ended 

about 65 million years ago when a huge 
asteroid fell from the sky and brought an 
end to this fragile world. 

The Bi2 fou 

Ramanessin Creek cuts through the 
heart of rural Holmdel. Growing up in 
Holmdel, I was often exposed to this 
stream and its fossil gems, evidence of a 
time long before our own. It was a lesson 
that would later encourage me to pursue 
amateur science. But other citizen pale, 
ontologists came before me, and it was 
these individuals who helped make aca, 
demic scientists aware of the area's sig, 
nificance. 

In Gerard Case's identification 
book, A Pictorial Guide to Fossils, dozens 
of excellent samples from the Ramanessin 
are cited along with many other finds 
from Central Jersey locations. Jerry Case 
can still be found searching through the 
gravel of Ramanessin on occasion. With 
many new species under his belt, in a 
career that spans four decades, Case has 
assured a place for himself in the halls of 
amateur paleontology. 

Ralph Johnson is another collector 
pioneer who has left his mark on New 
J ersey1 s prehistory. As the guardian of 
the now,defunct Monmouth Amateur 
Paleontological Society's collection, 
Ralph is responsible for preserving and 

cataloging thousands of specimens from 
all over the Garden State. 

Big Brook, Marlboro's famous fossil 
creek, can be considered the Ramanes, 
sin's sister stream. The type and age of 
specimens found are the same and the 
environs are almost identical; the only 
real difference is accessibility. Until 
recently, the Ramanessin was difficult for 
the general public to hunt. Also, Big 
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Brook probably has a more productive 
fossil layer than other local sites and has 
yielded several new species within the 
last two decades. 

In 1999, a private contractor, Tony 

Fabian of the Highlands, discovered the 

type of fossil that has made Big Brook 
important to the scientific community. 
During a routine dig he uncovered some, 
thing very atypical; so unusual, in fact, 
that he hadn't a clue as to what it was. 
He showed the sample to Dave Parris of 
the Trenton State Museum, who identi, 
fied it as the tooth of a lungfish that was 
not known to inhabit the Cretaceous 
Seaway any further east than modem, 

day Texas. Thus, another paragraph was 
written into the book of life, compli, 

ments of New Jersey amateurs. 
Crosswick Creek (located on the 

Monmouth, Burlington border) recently 
became the focus of yet another impor, 
tant amateur discovery. It was here, in 
the mid 1980s, that local fossil hounds 
made a significant find in the Ellisdale 
area. The fossils found here are also of an 
Upper Cretaceous age, a time just prior 
to the global extinction of dinosaurs and 
some marine species. 

The unique thing about Ellisdale is 
that in the geologic past there were estu, 
aries and shorelines inhabited by early 

mammals. Cretaceous mammals are rare 
and quite critical for life today. These 
small, warm,blooded animals survived 
the cataclysm of 65 million years ago 
because they lived in the shadows of 
huge creatures. Millions of years later 
they would evolve into man. Today, the 

Ellisdale site is a protected preserve and 
no unauthorized digging is permitted. 

The Shark River and her sister river 
to the south, the Manasquan, are 

Miocene to Eocene in age (around 25 to 
35 million years old), which is 50 mil, 
lion years younger than the Cretaceous 
creeks to the north. 

As the demise of the dinosaurs led 
to the rise of mammals, so did the 
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extinction of large marine reptiles allow smaller fish, such 
as sharks, to evolve. Therefore, it is possible to find two, 

to three,inch shark's teeth (an inch of tooth equals 10 feet 
of shark), as well as a wider variety of fossil shark species, 
in these southern zones. Also, cetaceans (sea mammals 
such as whales) had developed by this time and their min, 
eralized bones and teeth can be found. 

Since both of the rivers are in the county parks sys, 
tern, digging is forbidden and only beach combing is 
allowed. 

In the near future, development will probably have 
more to do with accessibility to fossils than any other sin, 
gle factor. Without the ability for all to hunt, discovering 
new species and making great finds will be the domain of 
the professionals only. 

In Marlboro, suburban sprawl marches on. Already 
the area around Route 79 has gone from being explorable 
to becoming off, limits as the banks of upper Big Brook 
slowly turn into back yards. Last year, in Holmdel, a group 
of concerned residents worked to help preserve a large sec, 
tion of farmland that borders Ramanessin Creek, leaving it 
open for future generations. It was an uphill fight, though, 
and without continued citizen involvement against 
overdevelopment, fossil collecting in our local creeks may 
someday be just a memory. 

Before taking to the streams, future fossil hounds need 
to do their homework. A seeker's ability to find might 
only be as good as the last specimen studied or identifica, 
tion book leafed through. There is no doubt that a knowl, 
edgeable mind makes for a successful hunter. Read books, 
visit museums, and attend lectures. Fossiling can be com, 
petitive and know,how is the sharpest tool one can pos, 

sess. 

There are two legal methods of actually hunting the 
creeks: digging and screening and beach combing the grav, 
el bars. Both approaches net similar results; the differences 
involve the types of tools used and the clothing worn. 
Digging requires a small shovel, sieve, and collecting pack, 
whereas gravel looking usually includes a pair of fishing 
waders, a collecting bag, and plenty of water. 

Screening for fossils involves digging the loose gravel 
out of the streambed and shaking it through a strainer to 
see what fossils might be found. This method usually 
requires little hiking and it is hardest on the lower back (a 
lot of rock usually has to be shaken to recover a few good 

Below: The author and his equipment-waders, a small folding shovel, 
sieve, and collecting pack. 

fossils). Beach combing, however, depends on good vision, reli, 
able fossil recognition and the ability to hike long distances. 

Gravel bars (where the stream's current pushes rock material 
together) will be encountered at random spots in the creek. The 
hunter can either bend and search, or crawl on all fours. This is 
hard on the knees, but remember that there's a world of difference 
between five feet and five inches! Use tight police lanes to be sure 
to view all of the gravel. 

There is a third method of collecting that is strictly forbid, 
den: digging the marl. Marl is the green mud,like clay that makes 
up the lower banks of the streambed. This composite represents 
the compressed remnants of the ancient sea floor. In the 19th 
century it was also farmed and used as fertilizer. This, in fact, was 
how the first dinosaur skeleton found in the Western Hemisphere 
(a hadrosaur) was discovered in 1858 in southern New Jersey. 

These dark clays are the actual fossil formations (mostly the 

Navesink and Mount Laurel in central New Jersey), and are 
where all specimens originate. Situ fossils, however, are extremely 
thin and many more of them accumulate in the gravel over time. 
Also, bank digging is high impact and dangerous, whereas sieving 
or looking have little effect on the environment and are safe. 
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Some final words of advice involve children, bug spray, 
and attitude. Exercise caution in allowing children to hunt 
in deeper streams; depending on their size, those under the 
age of 8 to 10 may have trouble with water depth and cur, 
rent. Also, New Jersey hosts Lyme disease and now West 
Nile fever. Deer and tic checks are the best defense. Finally, 
when fossil hunting, don't be myopic. Most beginners make 
the mistake of looking for only shark teeth. 

An ancient world awaits one in our local creeks; its 
treasures are many and varied. Hunt hard, hunt often, and 
good luck! 

Highlands resident Glenn Harbour spends much of his time digging for 
bottles, bones, fossils, teeth, and other remnants of the past. When he's 
not engaged in the pursuits of amateur paleontology, he is often found 
writing articles about it. His Bottle Diggers' Paradise appeared in the 
Summer 1997 issue of New Jersey Outdoors. 

Above: Sieving gravel in the creek can be backbreaking, but it 
also can be quite rewarding. 

Left: Most of these fossils are shark teeth. 

Type Tooth Appearance Length Rarity 

Shark Shark teeth Yoked root and blade .25" , 2" Very Common 
Bony Fish Enchodus fangs Long thin blade .25" , 2.5" Uncommon 
Marine Reptile Mosasaur teeth Short conical tooth .25" , 3" Rare 
Marine Reptile Crocodile teeth Long conical tooth .5" , 2" Rare 
Bottom Fish Drum teeth Oval smooth buttons .25", 1" Common 
Bottom Fish Grinder teeth Rectangular with ridges .25", 1" Common 
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General Information is provided here for frequently mentioned event 
sponsors. The bolc:H=aced name is all that will appear in an event's 
description unless contact information differs. 

Ag Museu J Museum of Agriculture, 103 College Farm Rd, N Brunswick; 
www.agriculturemuseum.org; 732.249.2077; 6.; $ 
Albert Hali Albert Music Hall, 125 Wells Mill Rd (Rte 532), 1/4 mile west 
of Rte 9, Waretown; www.alberthall.org; 609.971.1593; 6.; $ 
Alla~ Allaire State Park, Farmingdale; www.allairevillage.org; 732.938.2253 
(park), 732.938.6707 (visitor center), 732.919.3500 (village), 732.938.2003 
(Interpretive Center), or 732.938.5524 (Pine Creek Railroad); parking fee 
AL Alliance for a Living Ocean Environmental Center, 2007 Long Beach 
Blvd, N Beach Haven; 609.492.0222 
CDld • istoric Cold Sprtng Village, 720 Rte 9, cape May; 10am4:30pm daily 
through Labor Day, then weekends only in 5ept; hcsv.org/; 609.898.2300; $ 
Cooper Ml/I-Cooper Mill at Black River County Park, 66 Rte 24 and State 
Park Rd, Chester Twp; 973.326.7645; $ 
Cream Ridg ream Ridge Winery, 145 Rte 539, Cream Ridge; 
www.creamridgewinery.com 609.259.9797 
Deep Cut-Deep Cut Gardens, Red Hill Rd, Middletown; 732.671.6050 
Dutch Neck-Dutch Neck Village, 97 Trench Rd, Bridgeton; www.dutch
neckvillage.com; 856.451.2188 
Frelinghuyse Frelinghuysen Arboretum, 53 East Hanover Ave, Morris 
Twp; 973.326.7600 
Hennitage---The Hermitage Education & Conference center and Museum, 335 N 
Franklin Tpk, Ho-Ho-Kus; www.thehermitage.org; 201.445.8311; 6.; $ 
Horse Parl<-Horse Park of New Jersey, Rte 524, Stone Tavern (Millstone Twp, 
Monmouth County); open to spectators for equine events; riding/lessons 
not available; www.horseparkofnewjersey.com/; 609.259.0170; 6. 
Howell-Howell Living History Farm, Valley Rd (just off Rte 29, 2 miles 
south of Lambertville), Hopewell Twp (Mercer County); 10am-4pm, 
unless otherwise specified; 609.737.3299; 6. 
Hunterdon-Hunterdon County Arboretum, 1020 Hwy 31, Lebanon; 
908.782.1158 
Island Beac sland Beach State Park, Rte 35, Seaside Park; 732.793.0506 
Long Pond-Long Pond Ironworks State Park, Route 511, W Milford Twp; 
www.users.nac.net/folpi; 973.657.1688 
Longstreet-Longstreet Farm, Longstreet Rd, Holmdel; 732.946.3758 
Pequest-The Pequest Trout Hatchery and Natural Resource Education 
Center, Rte 46, Oxford (9 miles west of Hackettstown); 10am-4pm daily; 
www.njfishandwildlife.com/pequest.htm; 908.637.412 5 
Ringwood-Ringwood State Park (Ringwood Manor, Skylands Manor and 
NJ State Botanical Garden), Morris Rd, Ringwood; www.njbg.org/; 
973.962.7031(Ringwood), 973.962.9534 (Skylands); $to enter park on 
weekends from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day and to enter 
Skylands Manor 
SmithVll istoric Smithville, Route 9 & Moss Mill Rd, Smithville; historic side 
open from 10am-6pm Sun through Fri and from 10am-7pm on Sat; the 
Village Greene is open from 11am-6pm daily; 609.652.7777, 609.748.6160 
Space Farm~Space Farms zoo and Museum, 218 Rte 519, Sussex; 
www.spacefarms.com/; 973.875.3223 
Trailside- Trailside Nature & Science Center, Coles Ave & New Providence 
Rd, Mountainside; 908.789.3670 
Tuckerton Seaport- Tuckerton Seaport, 120 w Main St, Tuckerton; open 
daily 10am-5pm; 609.296.8868; $(ages 6 and over) 
Water/a Waterloo Village (in Allamuchy Mountain State Park), 525 
Waterloo Rd, Stanhope; www.waterloovillage.org; 973.347.0900; open 
for general admission from 10am-5pm, Weds-Sun, from May 26-
September 1 (2002); $ 
Wetlands-wetlands Institute, 1075 Stone Harbor Blvd, Stone Harbor (3 
miles east of Garden State Parkway exit 10B); www.wetlandsinstitute.org; 
609.368.1211; $ 
Wheaton-Wheaton Village, 1501 Glasstown Rd, Millville; closed on New 
Year's, Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas, and on Mon and Tues from 
Jan through Mar; 10am-5pm; www.wheatonvillage.org; 856.825.6800, 
800.998.4552; 6.; $ 
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Information listed was accurate at the time it was submitted to New Jersey Outdoors. Before traveling to 
an event, readers are advised to call the number listed to confirm the information provided and obtain any addi
tional information desired. 

Where the sponsor has provided such information, symbols have been used to indicate that the event is handi
capped accessible (6.), that an entrance or participation fee will be charged or a donation will be requested($}, and 
that preregistration is required or strongly suggested(~}. Lack of the indicative symbol may mean either that the 
opposite is true or that the sponsor did not provide the information. Please call the contact number for any event 
about which you have questions. 

oing 
PEOUEST TROUT HATCHERY AND NATURAL 

RESOURCE EDUCATION CENTER VISITORS CAN 

SEE HOW AND WHERE TROUT ARE RAISED FOR 

STOCKING NJ's PUBLIC WATERS, VISIT THE EXHIBIT 

HALL, HIKE, PICNIC, AND ATTEND WEEKEND PRO

GRAMS COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF WILDLIFE 

AND NATURAL RESOURCE TOPICS; PEOUEST 

SATURDAYS EXCEPT DEC 21 AND 28 

Live BLUECRASS, COUNTRY & FOLK: MUSIC 

(SPECIAL EVENTS LISTED SEPARATELY}; 7:30PM; 

ALBERT HAU. 

SUNDAYS, MAY TO OCT 
GUIDED CARDEN TOURS 2PM; RINCWOOD 

SUNDAYS, JULY AND AoousT 

CONCERTS AT THE 0AZEBO BRING BLANKETS AND 

CHAIRS; 7PM; LAVALLETTE; 732.793.3652 

MONDAYS, JUNE 17 THROUCH AucuST 

STORIES BY THE SEA A FREE STORY AND GAME 

HOUR FOR CHILDREN AGES 3-7; 2PM; ALO 

TUESDAYS, JULY AND AUCUST 

INHERIT THE EARTH TRIPS TO AREA POINTS OF 

INTEREST INCLUDING JENKINSONS AQUARIUM, 

CATTUS ISLAND, AND POPCORN PARK Zoo; 

ALO; $ 

WEDNESDAYS, JULY AND AUCUST 

Eex> TOUR OF A BARRIER ISLAND DISCOVER LONG 

BEACH ISLAND'S HIDDEN TREASURE ON A JOLLY 

TROLLEY TOUR; 9AM-NOON; CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE PARKING LOT, 9TH ST, SHIP BOTTOM; 

609.492.0222; $ 

WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS, JULY 10 TO 

Aue 28 

FREE BEACH & FAMILY FUN DAYS ARTS & 
CRAFTS PROGRAM, SAND SCULPTING, KITE FLYING, 

BEACH PARTIES AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT; 

CARTERET AVE STAGE AND BEACH AREA, 

SEASIDE HEIGHTS; WWW.SEASIDEHEIGHTS

TOURISM.COM; 800.SEA.SHORE 

THURSDAYS, JULY AND AucuST 

TWILICHT AT THE BAY LIVE MUSIC, GAMES, A 

TOUCH TANK, A MYSTERY GUEST, AND A CHANCE 

TO LEARN ABOUT BEAUTIFUL BARNEGAT BAY; 7-

8PM; TAYLOR AVE BAY BEACH, BEACH HAVEN; 

609.492.0222 

FRIDAYS, JULY THROOOH Aue 23 

INLET LORE AN HOUR-LONG HANDS-ON ENVIRON

MENTAL EXPERIENCE; 11AM; BARNEGAT 

LIGHTHOUSE STATE PARK, BARNEGAT LIGHT; 

609:492.0222 

FRIDAYS, JULY 12 TO SEPT 27 

JERSEY FRESH FARMERS' MARKET AT 

SMITHVILLE PRODUCE DIRECT FROM THE FARMER 

TO YOU; NOON-5PM; SMITHVILLE 

THROUGH SEPT 22 

INTRODUCTION TO Tl-E HERMITACE GALLERY 

EXHIBITION AND TOUR; HERMITACE 

u 
SUNDAYS 

CoNCERTS ON THE RlvERFRONT BRIDGETON; 

856.451.9208 

MONDAYS 
OUTDOOR lJvE MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT SEASIDE 

HEIGHTS; WWW.SEASIDEHEIGHTSTOURISM.COM/

CALENDAR.ASP; 800.SEASIDE 

1TO6 

CUMBERLAND CouNTY FAIR FAIRGROUNDS, 

CARMEL Ro, MILLVILLE; 856.825.3820 

1TO7 

HAPPY 75TH BIRTHDAY SPACE FARMS ANIMAL 

TALKS, ARTIFACTS, AND MORE; SPACE FARMS 

2&3 

JEKYLL & HYDE 8:30PM (Box OFFICE OPENS 

5:30PM}; BYO CHAIR; ROOSEVELT PARK 

AMPHITHEATER, OFF GRANDVIEW AVE, EDISON; 

WWW.PLAYSINTHEPARK.COM; 732.548.2884; $ 

3 
TIDAL WAVE BAND SOFT ROCK; 7:30PM, 

PROMENADE & JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 

609.263.TOUR 
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SAND ScuLPTINC CoNTEsT 9AM; 12TH Sr 

BEACH, OCEAN CITY; 609.525.9300 

4 
4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION ALDEN FIELD, 

BRIDGETON; 856.451.9208 

4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION UNION LAKE PARK, 

MILLVILLE; 856.825.7000, x392 

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION CELEBRATE 

1890s STYLE; NOON-3PM; LONCSTREET 

CAPE MAY CouNTY SmNC BAND RAIN DATE 

JULY 6; 9:30PM; SEA ISLE Crrv; 609.236.TOUR 

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION RALLY, 

PARADE, GAMES, SPEECHES, MUSIC, AND TOWN 

BALL; COLD SPRINC 

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE READINC 

AT RINCWOOD MANOR A LIVING HISTORY 

EVENT THAT PORTRAYS THE DELIVERY OF 

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE TO 
RINGWOOD; NOON, WITH READING AT 1 PM; 

LONC POND 

0cEANFEST AT lONC BRANCH ENTERTAINMENT, 

FOOD, ARTS AND CRAFTS, AND A WORLD CLASS 

FIREWORKS DISPLAY; PROMENADE AT LONG 

BRANCH, ONE OCEAN BLVD, LONG BRANCH; 

732.222.0400; 6. 

INDEPENDENCE DAY FAMILY FESTIVAL HORSE 

RIDES, MAGIC SHOW, REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD 

GROUPS, FIREWORKS, AND MORE; 5-11 PM; 

NORTH BRANCH PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

908.722.1200, x225 

5 
CAPE MAV COUNTY LIFECUARD CHAMPIONSHIP 

6PM; RAMBLER Ro & THE BEACH, WILDWOOD 

CREST; 609.522.3825 

5&6 

AMERICAN 0LOXINIA & 0ESNERIAD SoaETV 

FLOWER SHOW & SALE FRELINCHUYSEN 
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5 TO 7 
Sussex CouNTY NATIVE AMERICAN FESTIVAL 

Fooo, DANCING, CRAFTS, AND MORE; SUSSEX 

COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, PLAINS Ro, AUGUSTA; 

HTTP:/ I REDHAWKARTS.HOME.MINDSPRING.COM; 

718.686.9297 

5TO13 

JEKYLL & HYDE SEE JULY 2 & 3 

6 
la: CREAM PARTY Music, WAGON RIDES, GAMES 

AND CONTESTS, A CHILDREN'S CRAFT PROGRAM, 

AND LOTS OF ICE CREAM MAKING (11AM) AND 

EATING (NOON-3:30PM); HOWELL 

STARWATCH SUNSET-11 PM; FORT MOTT STATE 

PARK, PENNSVILLE; 856.935.3218; 6. 

DEEP Cur GARDENS TOUR 1PM; DEEP Cur;$ 

CONCRESS ST BAND 6:30PM; Col.D SPRINC 

6&7 

GAZEeo-BY-TtE SEA CRAFT SHOW 9AM-5PM; 

OCEAN AVE & RAMBLER Ro, WILDWOOD CRESr, 

609.522.1669 

7 
CooKSTOVE DEMONSTRATION NooN-2:30PM; 

LONCSTREET 

FouNDER
1

S DAY 1-4PM; ALLAIRE 

CONCERT IN THE PARK DAVID CEDANO (SALSA); 

7PM; DUKE ISLAND PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

908.722.1200, x351 

NJ. STORYTEWNC FESTIVAL WATERLOO 

8 
VERDI CoNceRT BAND 7:30PM, PROMENADE & 
JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

8TO 18 

Pueuc SAILS ON NJ's TALL SHIP, A J. 
MEERWALD A 2.5-HOUR SAILING ADVENTURE; 

ISLAND HEIGHTS YACHT CLUB, RIVER DR, ISLAND 

HEIGHTS; 800.485.3072; $ 

9 
NJ STATE ROWING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BRIDGE-TO-BRIDGE ROW FROM SOUTH OF 

THE MANTOLOKING BRIDGE TO NORTH OF 

THE MATHIS-TUNNEY BRIDGE IN SEASIDE 

HEIGHTS; 8AM CHECK-IN, RACE STARTS 

9AM; 732.237.0576 

9TO18 

CHARTER THE A J. MEERWALD NJ's OFFICIAL 

TALL SHIP WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR HALF-DAY AND 

EVENING CRUISES LEAVING FROM THE ISLAND 

HEIGHTS YACHT CLUB; ISLAND HEIGHTS; 

908.647.5022 
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10 

SUMMER CoNSTELLATIONS 8:30-10PM; AGES10 

AND UP; MAIN PARKING LOT, DEER PATH PARK, 

W WOODSCHURCH Ro, READINGTON TOWNSHIP; 

908.782.1158; $; ~ 

THEATRE IN THE PARK DONALD RAINEAR 

AMPHITHEATRE AT SUNSET LAKE; 

856.451.9208 

BELMAR ANNUAL SANDCASTLE CoNTEST ALL 

ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE; BEACH AT 18 TH & 
OCEAN AVES, BELMAR; 732.863.1900; 6. 

11 

GARDEN TOUR: PERENNIALS 6:30-8:30PM; 

AGES 16 AND UP; HUNTERDON; $ 

CoNceRT IN THE PARK CORSON PARK, 

MILLVILLE; 856.825.7000, X392 

GARDENS BY THE SEA TOUR GARDENS/STREETS 

INDICATED ON MAP PROVIDED WITH TICKEr, TICK

ETS SOLD ONLY AT PLANTS PLUS, BRIDGE AVE., 

BAY HEAD; 800.4.BAYHED; $ 

12 

BESCHEN-CALLAHAN MEMORIAL LIFEGUARD 
RACES 6PM; ON THE BEACH AT 15TH AVE, N 

WILDWOOD; 609.522.7500 

12TO14 

ANcL.ESEA BLUES FESTIVAL OLD NEW JERSEY 

AVE, N WILDWOOD; 800.882.7787 

NEW JERSEY STATE BARBECUE CoMPETITION 
9AM-9PM; 2ND & OLD NEW JERSEY AVE, N 

WILDWOOD; 609.522.5916 

13 
WHEAT HARVEST WATCH OR HELP THE HARVEST 

CREW, THEN TRY YOUR HAND AT WHEAT THRESH

ING AND MILLING IN THE GRANARY; HOWELL 

DEEP Cur GARDENS TouR SEE JuLY 6 

A VISIT FROM THE MUSIC MAN 1-3PM; 

LONCSTREET 

DUKE OF FLUKE FISHINC TOURNAMENT 7:30AM-

5PM; STERLING HARBOR MARINA, RIO GRANDE 

BLVD, SHAWCRESr, 609.729.1425; $ 

CooPER RIVER BASS BUDDY TOURNAMENT 

COOPER RIVER PARK, CAMDEN; 

856.869.3252 

SNAKE BROTHERS 6:30PM; Col.D SPRINC 

SUMMER CRAFTERS' MARKET; 19TH CENTURY 

GUILDS OPEN HOUSE & DEMONSTRATION DAY 
RAIN DATE JULY 14; 10AM-4PM; ALLAIRE 

JR. ZooKEEPER's DAY AT SPACE FARMS Zoo 
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KIDS ASSIST WITH ANIMAL CARE WHILE LEARNING 

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE SPECIES; SPACE 

FARMS 

AUTO JAMBOREE WATERLOO 

13 & 14 

HEREFORD INLET LIGHTHOUSE CRAFT SHOW 
9AM-5PM; FIRST & CENTRAL AVES, N 

WILDWOOD; 609.522.4520 

BoAROWALK CRAFT SHOW 10AM-6PM; THE 

WILDWOODS BOARDWALK; 609.523.1602 

HANDCRAFT UNLIMITED SUMMER CRAFT SHOW 
SAT 10AM-9PM, SUN 10AM-5PM; THE 

WILDWOODS CONVENTION CENTER, BURK AVE & 
THE BOARDWALK; 717.656.3208; $ 

20TH ANNUAL WOODEN BOAT FESTIVAL 

VENDORS, FOOD, SEMINARS, MUSIC, AND MORE; 

NJ's OFFICIAL TALL SHIP, THE A. J. MEERWALD, 

WILL BE WET DOCKED FOR BOARDING; HUDDY 

PARK, WATER ST, TOMS RIVER; 

732.349.9209 

14 

TRADmONAL BLACKSMITH DEMONSTRATION 1-

3PM; LONCSTREET 

ScHOOL DAYS 1830s NooN-3PM; ALLAIRE 

CoNCERT IN THE PARK LEON REDBONE (ROCK); 

7PM; DUKE ISLAND PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

908.722.1200, x351 

15 

KEN McBRIDE HIMSELF 7:30PM; PROMENADE & 
JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE Cnv; 609.263.TOUR 

THE BELMAR SMILE RUN ALONG OCEAN AVE, 

BELMAR; 732.681.3700; $FOR PARTICIPANTS 

16 

SARA THE TURTLE FESTIVAL RAIN DATE JULY 
18; EXHIBIT, PUPPET SHOW, RACES, AND MORE; 

6-9PM; JFK BLVD & THE PROMENADE, SEA ISLE 

CITY; WWW.SEAISLECITY.ORG; 609.263.4371; 6. 

17 

MIDIRI 8RoTHERS DIXIELAND/ JAZZ BAND 
7:30PM; PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263. TOUR 

THEATRE IN THE PARK DONALD RAINEAR 

AMPHITHEATRE AT SUNSET LAKE; 

856.451.9208 

17 TO 20 

MlcrATLANTIC TUNA TOURNAMENT CAPE MAY; 

609.884.2400 

18 

CONCERT IN THE PARK SEE JULY 11 



18 TO 21 
NJ JUNIOR QUARTER HORSE SHOW 
908.879. 7415; HORSE PARK 

19 
MERCHANTS IN VENICE SEAFOOD FESTIVAL 
Fooo, CRAFTS, AND ENTERTAINMENT, 5-9PM; 
ASBURY AVE FROM 6 TH_9 TH STS, OCEAN CITY; 
WWW.OCEANCITY-NJ.COM; 609.52 5.9300 

FUNTASIA FESTIVAL FOR KIDS OCEAN COUNTY 
PARK (RAIN LOCATION: LAKEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL, 
SOMERSET AVE), LAKEWOOD; 10AM-2PM; 
732.506.9090 

20 
EVENINC HAYRIDES A 20-MINUTE RIDE OVER THE 
LANES OF THE 130-ACRE WORKING FARM; Howe.i. 

ONE MILE 0cEAN CHALLENGE SwlM 
REGISTRATION FROM 2:30PM, RACE AT 6:30PM; 
AWARDS (MALE & FEMALE) IN AGE GROUPS; ON 
THE BEACH AT 15TH AVE, N WILDWOOD; 
609.522. 7500 

CHRISTMAS IN JULY BoAT PARADE AND HOME 
DECORATINC CoNTEST SEE BOATS, HOMES, & 
DOCKS DECORATED IN A CHRISTMAS THEME; 8PM, 
BACK BAYS THROUGHOUT THE WILDWOODS; 
609.729.5501 

SUNSET SPRINT TRIATHLON 856.696.3924 

SALAMANDER EXPEDITION 9-11 AM; AGES 5 AND 
UP; ECHO HILL ENVIRONMENTAL AREA, SOUTH 
BRANCH RESERVATION, LILAC DRIVE, CLINTON 
TWP;$; ~ 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

ATLANTIC BRASS BAND 6:30PM; COLD SPRINC 

JAZZFEST A FULL DAY OF JAZZ; SMITHVILLE 

JERSEY FRESH &.MJER FAR & HcN:v HARVEST 
FARMERS MARKET AND MORE; Ac MUSEUM 

2ND ANNUAL GARDEN PARTY LECTURES, WORK
SHOP, MUSIC, REFRESHMENTS, AND MORE; 3-
7 PM; PERENNIAL GARDEN, COLONIAL PARK, LOT 
F, 156 MrnlERs Ro, E Mt.l.sm'£, WWW.PPRK.CO.
SOMERSET.NJ.US; 732.873.2459; $ 

PT PLEASANT ELKS ANNUAL FLUKE 
TOURNAMENT $10,000 IN PRIZES; 6-10PM; PT 
PLEASANT BEACH; 732.899.7638; $ 

20&21 
BoARDWALK CRAFT SHOW 10AM-6PM; ON THE 
WILDWOODS BOARDWALK; 609.523.1602 

21 
GARDEN STATE IRIS SOCIETY Pl.ANT SALE 
FRELINCHUYSEN 

CoNCERT IN THE PARK SEE JULY 14 

21 TO SEPTEMBER 1 
STAINED AND FUSED GLASS GALLERY OF 
AMERICAN CRAFT, WHEATON 

22 
SERENADERS Btc BAND 7:30PM, PROMENADE & 
JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

24 
IRISH NICHT WITH BLARNEY 7:30PM, 
PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 
609.263.TOUR 

THEATRE IN THE PARK SEE JULY 17 

24 TO 28 
MONMOUTH CoUNTY FAIR 5-11 PM WEDS & 
THURS, 11AM-11PM FRI & SAT, 11AM-6PM 
SuN; E FREEHOLD PARK & SHow GROUNDS, 
KOZLOSKI Ro, FREEHOLD TwP; 
732.842.4000; $ 

24 TO AucUST 3 
CRAzy FOR You 8:30PM (Box OFFICE OPENS 
5:30PM); BYO CHAIR; ROOSEVELT PARK 
AMPHITHEATER, OFF ·GRANDVIEW AVE, EDISON; 
WWW.PLAYSINTHEPARK.COM; 732.548.2884; $ 

25 
VOLUNTEER TRAIL PRoJECT 6PM; HUBER 
WOODS PARK ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER, 
BROWN'S DOCK RD, MIDDLETOWN; 
732.842.4000, x4283 

C0Nc:ERT IN THE PARK SEE JULY 11 

25 TO 28 
BELLS ARE RINGING THEATRE IN THE PARK; 8PM 
(7PM ON SUNDAY); THOMPSON PARK, NEWMAN 
SPRINGS Ro, LINCROFT, 732.842.4000 

26 TO 28 
OutcK CHEK NJ FESTIVAL OF BALLOONINC 
CONCERTS, 125 HOT AIR BALLOONS, AND MORE; 
SOLBERG AIRPORT, READINGTON; WWW.BALLOON
FESTIVAL.COM; 973.882.5464; 6.; $ 

26 TO Aue 2 
Pueuc SAILS ON NJ's TALL SHIP, A. J. 
MEERWALD A 2.5-HOUR SAILING ADVENTURE; 
MUNICIPAL MARINA, FIRST ST, ATLANTIC 
HIGHLANDS; 800.485.3072 

27 
EVENINC HAYRIDES HOWELL 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

SANDBLAST BEACH RUN TWO-MILE RUN 
6:15PM, FIVE-MILE RUN 7PM; ON THE BEACH AT 
15TH AVE, N W11DNfXXJ; 609.522.8581; $; ~ 

Summer 2002 

Boe FERRIS BAND A TRIBUTE TO SINATRA; 
6:30PM; COLD SPRINC 

38TH ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE DISPLAY GARDEN 
TOURS, PLANT SALES, GARDENING TALKS, AND 
CLINIC; RUTGERS GARDENS, 112 RvDERS LN, 
NEW BRUNSWICK; 732.932.8451; $ 

27 &28 
Co-ED BEACH ULTIMATE FRISBEE TOURNA ENT 
4-0N-4 TEAM COMPETITION; 18 YRS & UP; 
NOON-6PM; ON THE BEACH BETWEEN OAK & 
POPLAR AVES, WILDWOOD; 856.696.9705 

MIO-SUMMER CRAFT SHOW 9AM-5PM; GAZEBO, 
OCEAN AVE & RAMBLER Ro, WILDWOOD CREST, 
609.522.1669 

JERSEY FRESH FOOD AND WINE FESTIVAL NJ 
FOOD, WINES, PRODUCE, AND MORE; NOON-5PM; 
CORNERCOPIA, PRINCETON-HIGHTSTOWN Ro 
(RTE 571 ), E WINDSOR; 609.588.0085 

CARRIACES, COACHES & WACONS HISTORY AND 
SIGHT OF VARIETY OF HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGES; 
COLD SPRINC 

NE PERlNIAN HORSE Q.ue REcloNAL OIA~N-
51-F S.O.V ~PARK; 973.744.8500, x363 

MIO-SUMMER ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES SHOW 
& SALE WHEATON 

28 
1830s TE PERANCE RALLY & CHARITABLE 
SoclETY FAIR 1-4PM; ALLAIRE 

28 TO Aue 3 
WARREN COUNTY FARMERS' FAIR HORSE 
SHOWS, HOT AIR BALLOON FESTIVAL, AND MORE; 
HARMONY TWP FAIRGROUNDS, 165 RTE 519 
S, BELVIDERE; WWW. WARRENCOUNTYFARMERS
FAIR.ORG; 908.475.6505; $ 

29 
JIMMY BuFFET TRIBUTE BAND 7:30PM; 
PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 
609.263.TOUR 

30 TO Aue 4 
FESTIVAL OF THE SEA BRANT BEACH; 
609.494.8861 

31 
SAND ScULPTINC CoNTEST 9AM, 12TH ST 
BEACH, OCEAN CITY; 609.525.9300 

Mtss CRUSTACEAN BEAUTY PACEANT & RACE 
THE WORLD'S ONLY HERMIT CRAB BEAUTY PAG
EANT, PAGEANT 1 PM, RACE 1 :30PM; 12TH ST 
BEACH, OCEAN CITY; 609.525.9300 

OOlaE s.m ROCK 'N Rou; 7:30PM, PRoMENADE 
AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE Clrv; 609.263.TOUR 
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ust 
SUNDAYS 

SuNDAY NICiHT CoNc:eRT SERIES AT THE 
RlvERFRONT BRIDGETON; 856.451.9208 

THURSDAYS 

CoNcERT t4 THE PARK SEE JULY 11 

1TO4 
Ba.Ls ARE RlNclNc THEATRE IN THE PARK; 8PM 

(7PM ON SUNDAY); THOMPSON PARK, NEWMAN 

SPRINGS Ro, LINCROFT; 732.842.4000 

2TO11 
TtE 2002 NJ STATE FAR AMJ TIE 5ussEx 
CouNTv FARM AKJ HORSE SHOW 37 PLAINS 

Ro, AUGUSTA (OFF RTE 206); WWW.NEWJER

SEYSTATEFAIR.ORG; 973.948.5500; $ 

3 
EVENl«i HAYRIDES HowEl.L 

DEEP Cur GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

Wooos HOl.LOW Cl.Asslc MOUNTAIN 8lcE RACE 
AN EXCITING RACE FOR BEGINNERS (7.5 MILES) 

OR MORE EXPERIENCED RIDERS (11.25 MILES); 

SAM & 9:30AM TATUM PARK, HOLLAND Ro, 

MIDDLETOWN; 732.542.1642 

A VISl'T FROM TtE MUSK: MAN 1-3PM; 

LONGSTREET 

JAac JENNINGS JAZZ JIANTS 6:30PM; COLD 
SPRING 

5EcoNo AHMJA1 FANTAS!A FesTlvAL RAIN 

DATE 8/ 4; NAUTICAL THEME CRAFT SHOW WITH 

FOOD, CONTESTS, TOUCH TANK, DJ, AND MORE; 

10AM-4PM; BICENTENNIAL PARK, ENGLESIDE & 
OCEAN AVES, BEACH HAVEN; 609.492.0222 

18TH ANNuAl. PEAcH FESTIVAL FLEA MARKET 

PEACH DESSERTS, FRESH PEACHES, ENTERTAIN

MENT, PONY RIDES, AND FACE PAINTING; 10AM-

5PM; DUTCH NECK 

3&4 
~ CoRN FESTIVAL Music AND CORN 

ROAST; ColD SPRING 

CIVI. WAR ENCAAFMENT, VIRGINIA Co. K 
COMPLETE MILITARY AND CIVILIAN CAMP, MARCH

ING DRILLS, AND MUSKET-FIRING DEMONSTRA

TIONS; SMITHVILLE 

REvOLUTIONARY WAR DAYS CAMPS, DRILLS, 

DEMONSTRATIONS; SAT 10AM-4PM, SUN 10AM-

3PM; RED MILL MUSEUM VILLAGE, 56 MAIN ST, 

CLINTON; 908.735.4101; 6.; $ 

NoRnlEAsT CoNNECTION-ZONE 7 PAM-A-
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RAMA HORSE PARK; 856.468.5366 

4 
VINELAND JERSEY FRESH FESTIVAL GIAMPIETRO 

PARK, LINCOLN AND LANDIS AVES, VINELAND; 

856.794.4077,x633; 6.; $ 

Bl.AOC RlvER PARK DAY DISCOVER THE HISTORY 

OF THE BLACK RIVER; CooPER Mill 

CoNCERT t4 TIE PARK KEN NAVARRO (JAZZ); 

7PM; DUKE ISLAND PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

908.722.1200, x351 

5 
5EcoND 2 NOfE ROCK 

1

N ROLL CONCERT; 

7:30PM; PROMENADE & JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

6 TO 9 
SALEM CouNTY FAIR PIG RACES, HORSE PULLING 

CONTEST, MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT, AND MORE; 

SALEM COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, RTE 40, 

WOODSTOWN; 856. 769.0090 

7 
JoNATHAN & BRETT CLASSIC ROCK CONCERT; 

7:30PM; PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD., SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

Soi.AR SYSTEM PRESENTATION 7:30-9PM; 

AGES10 AND UP; ECHO HILL ENVIRONMENTAL 

AREA, SOUTH BRANCH RESERVATION, LILAC 

DRIVE, CLINTON TWP; 908.782.1158; $; ef}' 

36TH ANNUAL SEASHORE OPEN HOUSE TOUR A 

SELF GUIDED TOUR; NORTH END OF LONG BEACH 

ISLAND; 609.494.1241 

7&8 

REvOLUTIONARY WAR ENCAMPMENT MILITARY 

ENCAMPMENT; COLD SPRING 

8 
PINE CREEK RAIL.RoAD's RAILRoADERS DAY & 
50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION TOURS, 

RIDES, AND MORE; ALLAIRE 

8TO11 
BEUS ARE RINGING THEATRE IN THE PARK; 8PM 

(7PM ON SUNDAY); THOMPSON PARK, NEWMAN 

SPRINGS Ro, LINCROFT; 732.842.4000 

9 
ScuLPTURE CoNTEST 11AM; 2ND AVE BEACH, 

CAPE MAY; 609.884.9565 

9TO11 
HONEY HAR'/EST HELP UNCAP AND EXTRACT 

HONEY, TASTE AND BUY SOME, AND SEE THE 

INSIDES OF WORKING HIVES; HOWELL 

8em.EY 8RoTHERS CIRaJs COOPER RIVER 

PARK, CAMDEN; 800.514.SHOW 

New Jersey Outdoors 

10 

CANAL FESTIVAL NOON AT DELAWARE & 18TH 

AVES, 7PM BOAT PARADE FROM 5TH-20TH 

AVES, N WILDWOOD; 609.522.2397 

PICKLING DEMONSTRATION NooN-2:30PM; 

LONGSTREET 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

DocTORS OF RHYTHM 6:30PM; COLD SPRING 

THE GIGANTIC YARD SALE 8AM-3PM; ALLAIRE 

AIRFEST 2002 NASW AVIATION MUSEUM, 500 

FoRRESTAL Ro, CAPE MAY CouNTY AIRPORT, Rio 

GRANDE; 609.886.8787; 6.; $ 

CAPTAIN Blu. CAUAOHER ISLAND R.UN A 10-

MILE RUN; 5:30PM; 44TH ST BEACH, SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263.3655; $ 

BKF SPORT HORSE BREEDING SHOW HORSE 

PARK; 908.647.5801 

10 & 11 
11TH ANNUAL BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL NOON-5PM; 

CREAM R.looE; $ 

11 
TRADITIONAL BLACKSMITH DEMONSTRATION 1-
3PM; LONGSTREET 

VILLAOE TOWN MEETING 1-3PM; ALLAIRE 

CoNCERT t4 THE PARK WEST POINT ARMY 

BANU, 7PM; DUKE ISLAND PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

908.722.1200, x351 

FESTIVAL OF HORSES HORSE PARK; 

609.984.4389 

12 
HAWKINS R.OAD CouNTRY BAND 7:30PM; 

PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 

609.263.TOUR 

14 
HARMoNv SHOW CHOIR 7:30PM; PROMENADE 

AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE Clrr, 609.263.TOUR 

CARDEN TOUR: DESIGNING FOR SEASONAL v ALUE 

6:3Q-8:30PM; AGES 16 AND UP; HUNTERDON;$ 

14 TO 24 
TrrANJC 8:30PM (Box OFFICE OPENS 5:30PM); 

ROOSEVELT PARK AMPHITHEATER, OFF GRANDVIEW 

AVE, EDISON; BYO CHAIR; WWW.PLAYSINTHEP

ARK.COM; 732.548.2884; $ 

15TO18 
foRKED RlvER TUNA Cwe ANNUAL FLUKE 

TOURNAMENT 609.693.5353 



16TO18 

NJ PALOMINO EXHIBITORS Assoc. HORSE PARK; 

732.B46.92B3 

17 

PoTATO HARVEST HELP GATHER AND SORT 

POTATOES THAT WILL BE DONATED TO LOCAL 

HUNGER PROJECTS; HOWELL 

TREE & SHRUB IDENTIFICATION WALK 9-11AM; 

WESCOTT NATURE PRESERVE RAVEN Ro

ROSEMONT Ro, DELAWARE TWP;$;~ 

l.ACEMAKING DEMONSTRATION 1-3PM; 

LONGSTREET 

DEEP Cur GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

MUMMERS STRUTTING CONTEST THEN 

WILDWOOD STRINGBAND PLAYS, YOU STRUT; 

2PM; OLD NEW JERSEY AVE, N WILDWOOD; 

609.BB9.2241 

ANNUAL CLAMBAKE & MARITIME HISTORY DAY 

4-H FAIRGROUND, CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE; 

609.465.3535; $ FOR FOOD 

HOBO BAND 6:30PM; COLD SPRING 

Bio BARN BASH LEARN ABOUT BARNS, SQUARE 

DANCE, AND MORE; Ao MUSEUM 

17 & 18 

CARRISON WEEKEND FORT MOTT STATE PARK, 

PENNSVILLE; 10:30AM-4:30PM; 

B56.935.321B OR 302.B34.7941; $ 

HEREFORD INLET lteHTHOUSE CRAFT SHOW 

9AM-5PM; FIRST & CENTRAL AVES, N 

WILDWOOD; 609.522.4520 

THE WILDWOODS BoARDWALK CRAFT SHOW 
10AM-6PM; WILDWOODS BOARDWALK; 

609.523.1602 

3RD ANNUAL CLASSIC BoAT SHOW 10AM-5PM; 

TUCKERTON SEAPORT 

GARDEN STATE RE-ENACTORS WATERLOO 

18 

VOLUNTEER TRAIL PRoJECT 9AM; TURKEY 

SWAMP PARK SHELTER BLDG, GEORGIA Ro, 

FREEHOLD; 732.B42.4000, x42B3 

.ANTloUE FIRE APPARATUS SHOW & MUSTER 

WHEATON 

0oo DAY ROAD RACE FIVE-MILE RUN; HARVEY 

CEDARS FIRE HOUSE, LONG BEACH BLVD, 

HARVEY CEDARS; 609.361.9364; $FOR PAR

TICIPANTS 

BAYOU FEST GENO DELAFOSE AND ZYDECO-A-

Go-Go; 5:30PM; DUKE ISLAND PARK, 

BRIDGEWATER; 90B.722.1200, X351 

18 TO 23 

2002 MID-ATLANTIC $500,000 MARLIN AND 

TUNA TOURNAMENT CAPE MAY; WWW.SJMA

RINE.COM 

19 

0ooo TYMES BAND OLDIES CONCERT; 7:30PM; 

PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE CITY; 

609.263.TOUR 

21 

MIDIRI 8RoTHERS Dtx:IELAND/ JAZZ BAN> 
7:30PM; PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

21 &22 

CML WAR WEEKEND MILITARY ENCAMPMENT 

WITH CANDLELIGHT TOUR, MILITARY TRIAL, AND 

MEMORIAL SERVICE; CoL0 SPRINO 

22 

VOLUNTEER TRAIL PRoJECT 6PM; HARTSHORNE 

Wooos PARK, ROCKY POINT PORTLAND Ro, 

MIDDLETOWN; 732.B42.4000, x42B3 

23 TO 25 

Sussex AIRsHow 2002 OPEN AT BAM, sHow 

TIME 1 :30-5:30PM; SUSSEX AIRPORT, 53 RTE 

639, SUSSEX; WWW.SUSSEXAIRPORTINC.COM; 

973.B75.7337; 6.; $ 

STATE 4+I HORSE SHOW HORSE PARK; 

732.932.9794 

24 

ftDDUN' CONTEST THE LARGEST, LONGEST RUN

NING (THIS IS THE 1BTH) TRADITIONAL FIDDLE 

CONTEST IN NEW JERSEY; HowELL 

DEEP Cur GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

MARKET STREET DAY ANTIQUE CARS/MOTORCY

CLES, MUSIC, CRAFTS, ARTS, ANTIQUES; 10AM-

4PM; SALEM CITY; B56.935.0379 

WOODBINE PoRT AUTHORITY ANNuAL FESTIVAL 

OF FRIENDS RAIN DATE Aue 25; PLANE RIDES, 

RADIO CONTROL PLANE DEMOS, FOOD, CRAFTS, 

MUSIC, AND MORE; 11AM-4PM; 660 HENRY 

DECN)l.E BLVD (OFF RTE 550); 609.861.2153 

WILDWOOD MUSIC FESTIVAL MUSIC, DANCING, 

FOOD, VENDORS; 3-9PM; PACIFIC AVE BETWEEN 

OAK & LINCOLN AVES; 609.729.6B1B 

RALPH ROBERTS SWINO BAND 6:30PM; COLD 

SPRINO 

JCSA FLUKE TOURNAMENT BRIELLE; 

732.B40.1999 

Summer 2002 

24&25 

WILDWOOD CLASSIC CUP HOBIE CATS OCEAN 

SAILING COMPETITION; SAT 10AM-10PM, SUN 

10AM-5PM; ON THE BEACH AT PRIMROSE Ro, 

WILDWOOD CREST; B56.914.1787 

WILDWOOD YACHT Cwe REGATTA 0PTI AND 

420 ON SAT, LASER AND SUNFISH ON SUN; 

10AM-2PM; SUNSET LAKE, NEW JERSEY AVE, 

WILDWOOD CREST; 609.522.0969 

BoARDWALK CRAFT SHOW 10AM-6PM; THE 

WILDWOODS BOARDWALK; 609.523.1602 

SALUTE TO SuMMER WINE FESTIVAL NOON-5PM; 

RENAULT WINERY, GALLOWAY/EGG HARBOR; 

609.5BB.OOB5 

19TH CENTURY HARVEST DAYS TAFFY MAKING, 

APPLE BUTTER, APPLESAUCE AND CHILDREN'S 

APPLE PIE MAKING, AND MUSIC; COLD SPRINO 

19TH ANNUAL BARNECAT BAY CRAB RACE & 

SEAFOOD FESTIVAL BLUE-CLAW CRAB RACES, 

ENTERTAINMENT, CRAFTS, AND MORE; 9AM-4PM; 

VETERAN'S FIELD, BAY BLVD, SEASIDE HEIGHTS; 

732.349.0220, BOO.SEA.SHOR 

ANT1ouE AuT0 5ttow RAIN DATE SEPT 1; BAM-

3PM; ALLAIRE 

CoNcERT "' THE PARK THE DUPREES, 7PM; 
DUKE ISLAND PARK, BRIDGEWATER; 

90B.722.1200, x351 

25 
A:NJ.e; & O\iEAM ~y 1-3PM l.aGTREEr 

FRIENDS OF THE PARKS/NJRRC TRAIL RuN 
BAM; HARTSHORNE WOODS PARK, HENRY 

HUDSON REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, HIGHLANDS; 

732. 578.1771 

27 

Bus TRIP TO BRIOANTINE WILDLIFE RESERVE 

SEATING IS LIMITED; 9AM-1 :30PM; ALO 

28 

MAYOR'S FAREWELL To SUMMER CoNCERT 

7:30PM; PROMENADE AND JFK BLVD, SEA ISLE 

CITY; 609.263.TOUR 

MAIN ST Col.ONIAL DAY COLONIAL COSTUMES, 

CRAFTS, FOODS, AND MORE; 10AM-4PM; BROAD 

ST, WOODBURY; 856.845.8655 

28 TO 0cT 20 

HISTORY CoMES AuvE IN fLEMINOTON TOURS & 
MORE; HISTORIC HUNTERDON COUNTY COURT

..aJSE, 75 MAI\! Sr,~ 908.782.2610 

LINDBERGH & HAUPTMANN: Ttt: TRIAL OF THE 

CENTURY REENACTMENT; FRI AND SAT AT 8PM, 

SUN AT 2PM; HISTORIC HUNTERDON Cot.MY 
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CrumoJsE, 75 MAf.J ST, ~ 
WWW.FAMOUSTRIALS.COM; 908.782.2610 

30TOSEPT1 

CDI * /CDl-Y I J ALLENTOWN AND BFK SoUTH 
HORSE PARK; 908.647.5801 

31 

Pl.OWING MATCH PONY RIDES, WAGON RIDES, PIG 

ROAST, AND OX PLOWING DEMONSTRATIONS DUR

ING THE 19TH ANNUAL PLOWING MATCH; HOWELL 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

Boe FERRIS BAND MUSIC OF THE MOVIES; 

6:30PM; Cow SPRING 

31 & SEPT 1 

HANDCRAFT UNLIMITED lABoR DAY CRAFT 

SHOW SAT 10AM-9PM, SUN 10AM-5PM; THE 

WILDWOODS CONVENTION CENTER, BURK AVE & 
THE BOARDWALK; 717.656.3208; $ 

lABoR DAY CRAFT SHOW 9AM-6:30PM; 

WILDWOOD CREST GAZEBO AT OCEAN AVE & 
RAMBLER Ro; 609.522.1669 

MANAHAWKIN Gooo 0L' DAYS FESTIVAL 9AM-

5PM; HERITAGE, A. PAUL KING, & MANAHAWKIN 

PARKS, RTE 9 AT BAY AVE, MANAHAWKIN; 

609.597.3211; 6. 

18TH ANNUAL ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 

FAIRE OCEAN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 26 

HADLEY AVE, TOMS RIVER; 732.341.1880 

BoAT PARADE LIGHTED AND DECORATED BOATS 

CRUISE TUCKERTON CREEK; 6PM; TUCKERTON 

SEAPORT 

1 
ELECTION DAY 1830s 1-4PM; ALLAIRE 

SCANDINAVIAN FESTIVAL WATERLOO 

2 
MAYOR'S lABoR DAY RACE 8:30AM; 23RD ST 

BEACH, OCEAN CITY; 609.398.6900 

4TO 8 
FoRKED RlvER TUNA CLUB TUNA TOURNAMENT 

609.693.5353 

5 TO 7 
DANCE-W-THE.PARK 2002 (RAIN DATE SEPT 

8); 8PM (Box OFFICE OPENS 5:30PM); 

ROOSEVELT PARK AMPHITHEATER, OFF GRAND

VIEW AVE, EDISON; BYO CHAIR; WWW.PLAYSIN

THEPARK.COM; 732.548.2884; $ 

5 TO 8 
RIP CURL/HERITAGE MEMORIAL PRo-SURFING 

TOURNAMENT 7AM-2PM; 41sr Sr BEACH, SEA 
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ISLE CITY; 609.263.3033 

6TO 8 
SURF FISHING TOURNAMENT ADULT & YOUTH 

DIVISIONS/PRIZES; FRI & SAT 6AM-8PM, SUN 

6AM-NOON; 2ND AVE TOWARD INLET, N 

WILDWOOD; REGISTER AT GAZEBO, 3RD & JFK 

AvE; 609.522.2955; $ 

7 
BACK TO SCHOOL ACTIVITIES CENTERED AROUND 

THE C. 1900 RURAL ONE-ROOM SCHOOLHOUSE; 

HOWELL 

HISTORICAL MUSEUM ANNUAL FAIR TABERNACLE 

GROUNDS, OCEAN CITY; 609.399.1801 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

7&8 

MUMMER'S STRING BAND WEEKEND SAT 11AM-

6PM-STREET FESTIVAL ON OLD NEW JERSEY 

AVE, SUN 1 PM-STRING BANDS MARCH & PLAY 

ON THE BOARDWALK, N WILDWOOD; 

800.882.7787 

MALL ART SHOW WASHINGTON ST MALL, CAPE 

MAY; 609.884.8628 

STREET Roo WEEKEND SPORTS & C1v1c 

CENTER, 6TH ST OFF OF THE BOARDWALK, 

OCEAN CITY; 609.525.9300 

NJ BRED ALL BREED HORSE SHOW HORSE 

PARK; 908.996.2544 

8 
SPRINT TRIATHLON A .25-MILE OCEAN SWIM, 

13-MILE BIKE RIDE, AND 4-MILE RUN; 7:45AM; 

SEVEN PRESIDENTS OCEANFRONT PARK, OCEAN 

AVE, LONG BRANCH; 732.542.1642 

FRIENDS OF THE PARKS/NJRRC TRAIL RUN 

732.578.1771 

FALL BIRDING r,i HUNTERDON CouNTY 7 AM-

3PM; BRING LUNCH, BINOCULARS IF YOU HAVE 

THEM AND WEAR APPROPRIATE CLOTHING; 

HUNTERDON; $; ~ 

ALL-CORVETTE SHOW RAIN DATE SEPT 15; 

WHEATON 

ALLAIRE STORYTEWNG FESTIVAL 1-4PM; 

ALLAIRE 

17TH OcEAN COUNTY BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL 

NooN-5PM ALBERT HALL 

BYE-BYE BUTTERFLY & MEXICAN MONARCH 

FIESTA GARDEN STATE DISCOVERY MUSEUM, 

2040 SPRINGDALE Ro, CHERRY HILL; WWW.DIS

COVERYMUSEUM.COM; 856.424.1233; 6.; $ 
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SEAFOOD IN SEASIDE SEAFOOD FESTIVAL; GRANT 

AVE NEXT TO WATER WORKS, SEASIDE HEIGHTS; 

WWW.SEASIDEHEIGHTSTOURISM.COM; 

800.SEA.SHORE 

IRISH FEIS 8:30AM-6PM; WATERLOO 

12 

EVENING NATURE WAU< 6-7:30PM; COLDBROOK 

RESERVE, OLD TURNPIKE Ro, 0LDWICK; 

908.782.1158; $; ~ 

13 

FIREMEN'S WEEKEND CRAFT SHOW 9AM-5PM; 

GAZEBO, OCEAN AVE & RAMBLER Ro, 

WILDWOOD CREST; 609.522.1669 

Doo WOP SHOW WATERLOO 

13TO15 

22ND ANNUAL FLEET RARITAN RlvER FESTIVAL 

GREEK MUSIC, CANOE RIDES, WATER TAXIS, CHIL

DREN'S RIDES, AND FIREWORKS; BOYD PARK, RTE 

18, NEW BRUNSWICK RIVERFRONT, NEW 

BRUNSWICK; 732.745.5125; 6. 

HARVEST SHOW EXHIBITS OF HOME GROWN 

FLOWERS AND VEGETABLES, AND BEAUTIFUL FLO

RAL DISPLAYS; FRELINGHUYSEN 

14 

HEIRLOOM TOMATO CoNTEST & CANNING 

HOWELL 

HEREFORD INLET LIGHTHOUSE CRAFT SHOW 

9AM-5PM; 1 ST AND CENTRAL AVES, N 

WILDWOOD; 800.882. 7787 OR 

609.522.4520 

ANcLESEA SURF ANGLERS SURF FISHING 

TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION 6-7:30AM, FISHING 

7:30AM-2:30PM; THE WILDWOODS BEACHES, 

5TH AVE IN N WILDWOOo-CRESSE AVE IN 

WILDWOOD CREST; 609.522.1526; $ FOR 

PARTICIPANTS 

DEEP CUT GARDENS TOUR SEE JULY 6 

ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC BoAT SHOW/MARITIME 

ARTISTS AND ARTISANS SHOW REFRESHMENTS, 

ARTWORKS AND COLLECTIBLES AVAILABLE; 9AM-

5PM; NJ MUSEUM OF BOATING, W LAKE AVE, 

BLDG 12, PT PLEASANT; 732.295.2072 

BEAai WHEELS 2002 BEACH RECREATION DAY 

FOR THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED; VARIOUS LOCA

TIONS ON LONG BEACH ISLAND (CALL FOR LOCA

TIONS); WWW.BEACHWHEELS.COM; 

609.597.6993 

ANTIQUE BoAT SHOW JOHNSON BROTHERS, 

9800 BAY AVE, PT PLEASANT; 

732.295.2072 



Call for Entries ... 

This New Jersey Outdoors photo contest will feature eco-tourists, outdoor recreation enthusiasts, 
history buffs, and others enjoying our state's abundant natural and historic resources. Examples 
include: people fishing, birding, sailing, skiing, hiking, and watching reenactments or living history 
demonstrations. 

Images of individuals and groups of all ages are eligible. Pictures may have been taken anywhere 
in New Jersey, indoors or outdoors, at any time from December 2001 through November 2002. 

Photo Contest Rules 
• The contest is open to any New Jersey resident or visitor, except 
Department of Environmental Protection employees and their immedi
ate families. 

• Images should show people enjoying New Jersey's natural or his
toric resources. Both interior and exterior shots are eligible, and pic
tures may have been taken at any time from December 2001 through 
November 2002. 

• Signed releases are required for entries showing identifiable people 
or (from the artist) works of art. 

• Only unmatted, unframed prints (no larger than 8" x 10") may be 
entered. Images must be crisp and in focus, except where depth of 
field applies. Images should not be under- or overexposed. 

• Dated images are not eligible, nor are images that have been 
stapled, torn, written on, or marred in any other way. 

• A completed entry form must be taped to the back of each image. 

Categories, Prizes, 
and Publication 

• Eligible entries will be placed 
into a seasonal category based 
on when the image was taken. 
There will be a first, second and 
third place winner in each cate
gory (assuming a sufficient 
number of entries). 

• Prizes will include camera gear, 
subscriptions to New Jersey 
Outdoors, and more. 

• Winning photographs will be 
featured in the Spring 2003 issue 
of New Jersey Outdoors. 

(The form on this page may be - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
reproduced as needed.) NJO 2002 Photo Contest Entry Form 
• All entries become the property 
of the Department of Environmental 
Protection and may be published or 
displayed for any purpose, such as 
llustrating a story or advertising 
New Jersey Outdoors. 

• Images will not be returned. 

• Entries must be received no 
later than December 31, 2002. 

• Mail entries to: 
New Jersey Outdoors 

PO Box402 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0402 

Address __________________ _ 

City _________ State ___ Zip ------

Daytime phone{,_,~---------------

E-mail {optional) ________________ _ 

Where taken _________________ _ 

When taken _________________ _ 

Description _________________ _ 

Form may be photocopied if needed. 
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Eastern Oyster 
by Russ Babb 

The eastern oyster, Crassostrea vir, 
ginica, has been known for its unique 
taste and high meat quality since the 
early 1800s. It was extremely popular on 
the oyster market and had significant 
economic importance to the bayshore 
communities of New Jersey and Delaware. 
During the 1880s, about 80 train cars of 
oysters were shipped daily from Bivalve, 
New Jersey's oyster industry center, in 
Cumberland County. Throughout the 
early 1900s, oyster landings ranged from 
one to two million bushels annually. 

The filter feeding eastern oyster is 
an estuarine animal with a tolerance for 
a wide salinity range. The optimal range 
is about 14 to 28 parts per thousand. 
Oysters will grow on almost any type of 
clean, hard, stable bottom. Eastern oysters 
are a protandric alternate hermaphrodite 
species. They have both male and female 
reproductive systems, but the male 
organs mature before the female organs, 
thus inhibiting self,fertilization. 
Although it is relatively unclear what 
factors influence it, there is some evi, 
dence that the process of switching sexes 
is reversible during subsequent years. 

Oysters spawn in response to tern, 
perature. The first spawning generally 
occurs when the water temperature 
reaches 77 degrees Fahrenheit (25 
degrees Centigrade), typically during the 
first week ofJuly. The larvae are free, 
swimming for about two weeks; during 
most of this period, they are passively 
transported by tidal and wind driven cur, 
rents. Only in their last few days of lar, 
val life do they exhibit a tendency to 
descend from the water column on slack 
water, remain on the bottom during ebb 
tides, and return to the water column on 
flood tides. In this manner, late stage lar, 
vae tend to move toward the headwaters 
of the estuary. When they are ready to 
set, the larvae seek a hard, clean surface 
upon which to attach. The availability of 
clean substrate, preferably oyster shell, is 
critical for the successful settlement of 
juvenile oysters, or spat. 

Many oyster experts speculate that 
approximately 95 percent of larvae are 
lost to predation and other causes of 
mortality prior to settlement. Unfortunately, 
successful settlement is not the only hur, 
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dle oysters face. Once oysters find a suit, 
able substrate, they become vulnerable 
to a number of new predator organisms. 
Mud crabs, blue crabs, gastropods, black 
drum, starfish, skates, and rays all take a 
toll on oysters, some more than others. 
The principal predators in Delaware Bay 
are the oyster drills, Urosalpinx cinerea 
and Eupleura caudata. Their abundance 
over the downbay market beds can have 
a significant effect on whether juvenile 
oysters survive to reproductive maturity. 

Oyster beds provide habitat for many 
marine organisms. Bryozoans, hydroids, 
sponges, barnacles, ascidians, tube,build, 
ing worms, and other bivalves live upon 
oysters and the affiliated structure of the 
reefs they create. These, in turn, attract 
various crustaceans and small fish. This 
furnishes, as many anglers know, a con, 
centrated food source and spawning habi, 
tat for gastropods and fish such as striped 
bass, weakfish, croaker, and black drum. 

Since the inception of its oyster 
industry nearly 300 years ago, New Jersey's 
natural seedbeds have been the major 
provider for both the seed oyster and the 
market oyster. During the industry's early 
history, oysters were harvested from the 
natural beds and sold directly to market. 
In the mid 1800s, oystermen--concerned 
with the scarcity of market,sized oysters 
occurring on the seedbeds-began to 
plant on privately leased grounds in the lower 
bay the smaller size oysters that they had 
formerly sold. The transplanted oysters 
reached a large size quicker in the higher 
salinity water than if they had remained 
on the natural seedbeds. From 1880 until 
1950, annual Delaware Bay oyster landings 
ranged between one and two million bushels. 

In 1957, heavy mortalities were dis, 
covered in oysters planted the previous 
year on the New Jersey leased grounds. 
The cause was a protozoan parasite previ, 
ously unknown to the scientific communi, 
ty. Initially given the acronym MSX, 
standing for multinucleated sphere unknown, 
it was later classified Haplosporidium 
nelsoni. By the end of 1959, 90 to 95 per, 
cent of the oysters on the planted grounds, 
and about half of those on the seedbeds, 
had died. Total harvest in Delaware Bay 
fell from 711,000 bushels in 1956 to only 
49,000 in 1960. 

Over a period of time the native 
Delaware Bay oyster apparently <level, 
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oped a level of resistance to MSX, but in 
1990 another disease, seemingly associat, 
ed with abnormally high winter tempera, 
tures, caused a significant epizootic. The 
latest culprit is another water,borne pro, 
tozoan parasite, Perkinsus marinus, com, 
monly known as Dermo. (The disease is 
host specific and does not affect 
humans.) The Delaware Bay oyster 
industry faced an uncertain future. 

The presence and intensity of 
Dermo made the transplanting of oysters 
in the lower bay very risky. In 1995, an 
old strategy-<lirect marketing from the 
state's natural seedbeds-was revisited. 
Initiated by the New Jersey Division of 
Fish and Wildlife and supported by the 
oyster industry, it has become the indus, 
try' s predominant method of oystering. 

Each year an industry allocation is 
set and participants are charged a $1. 7 5 
per bushel fee. These landing fees are 
deposited in the Oyster Resource 
Development Account. This account is 
typically used to fund the transplanting 
of oysters from underutilized seed beds to 
the downbay seed beds primarily used for 
the direct market program, and to pur, 
chase and plant clean shell on selected 
areas of the seed beds to enhance the 
setting of oyster larvae. 

It has been 12 years since the first 
significant Dermo epizootic and, although 
stocks have been significantly affected by 
disease, habitat loss, and in some cases, 
over,harvesting, the eastern oyster remains 
an integral part of the Delaware Estuary. 
Oystermen, managers, and scientists are 
hopeful that the oysters are again on 
their way to recovery and there is con, 
sensus that the biological potential for 
oyster production in Delaware Bay 
remains quite high. However, all parties 
agree that it will take consistent and 
expanded efforts in enhancement activi, 
ties such as shellplanting, transplanting, 
and oyster replenishment projects. 

Russell Babb coordinates the Delaware Bay 
Oyster Management Program for DEP's 
Division of Fish and Wildlife. As a senior fish, 
eries biologist, he is also involved with marine 
finfish trawl surveys of Delaware Bay and hydro, 
graphic surveying and mapping of leased shellfish 
grounds. Russ works out of the division's Bivalve 
Shellfish Office, which is located on the Maurice 
River in Bivalve (Cumberland County). 






